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Fig. 19 ·Effect of pre-stress upon bending behavior, 90° direction,_ 58 _ 
0. 021 inch thi~J:t~~s;~_., ___ ?_-? ___ ~JJgy,_co _lcl __ t:o.lled_~3_Z% __ and__ --------- --------- --- - ----
precipitation hardened; 0° direction, 0.0-13 inch thick-
ness, 165 alloy, cold rol~ed .27%-and precipitation -~ - - -
hardened 
---- - -- - - --v -
Fig. 20 
• 
- - . --- --------:-+.----- . _. ---- -----·----------.---------· --------
Effect of specimen width on bending behavior, 0° direction, 5:9 
0._021 inch thickness', 25 alloy, solution treated and 
precipitation hardened - (AT condition) 
•-
Fig. 21 ~inparison of theoretical vs. actual bending behavi·ol?, 
0°, 45°· and 90° to the rolling direction,. 0.021 inch 
thickness, 25 al-loy, col4 rolled 37% - (H condition) 
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F:ig. 22 Comparison of theoret:ical vs. actual bending behavior, 
0°, 45° and 90° to the rolling direction, 011 021 inch 
thickness, 25 alloy, cold rolled 37% and pr"e~c~i:!:p~i~t~a~t~i~o~n~-~-~~~------, 
- hardened - (HT condl.tion)-- -- ~------~-----------
• 
Flg •. ::23 Stress distribution beyond the elastic limit ·.6.2· 
·Fi:g. :24 ·stress-strain curves, Qc,, 45° and 90° t·o the. r.ol-lirtg 6-3: 
<;i_irection, 0~026 inch thi_ckri_e:ss, 25. alloy, .cold ro·Jl.ed· :0 
75% - (XH condition) · 
::f-i.g. 25 Stress-strain curves,~ 0°, 45° and 90° to· the rolling 
direction, 0.026 inch th.ickness, 25 alloy, cold rolle·d· 
75% and precipitation hardened~ (XHT condition) 
.F·i.g ... :26 Stress-strain curves, 0°, 45° and 90° to the rolling 
direct:io.n, 0.026 inch thick, -165 alloy, cold rolled 
7 5% - (XH c9nd~tionl 
_________ _ 
-6·4-
-·-·····-·~----,--.-, ~-------------F-ig-.-~27_S_t-res··s~-s-t~~in curves, 0°, 45° and 90° to the rolling 
direction, 0.026 inch thickness, 165 alloy~ cold rolled 
75% and precipitation hardened - (X~T condition) 
... - -· ------- .. ------- -----·--· . 
Fig~ 181Stress-strain curves) 0°, 45° and 90° to the iolling 
- direct:i.on', 0. 021 inch thick, 25 alloy, cold. rot_le-d 
_ 37% - (H condition) 
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- · · - 37% and precipitation· hardened (HT condition) 
· Fig. 30 Stress-strain curves,. 0°, 45° and 90°· to the rolling - 6:9 
'direction, 0.013 inch thickness, 165 alloy, cold~ rolled 
37%·- (H condition) 
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~-, F·i.g •. _ 31 Stress-strain_~_'l.lrves, __ 0_~,_ __ 45° __ arid-9-0-!--to t-he -~ell-ing--~--..~· --
. 
' direction, O. 013 inch thi_ckne~_~,:_ _t_65_·alloy, cold rolle-d-- --- -
. 7-0~----------- ' .. 
---------·-·------··· 
,, 
· ·_ - -----------37% and- precipitation -hardened - (HT condition)· 
·Fig. 32 Stress-strain curves, 0°, 45° and 90° to the rolling 71 :, 
1 direction, O. 005 inch thickness_:.,~ __ 165 alloy,---cei_a -t_olled ____ ~~-----_:_-._:~'--~=- _ •._ __ ---_-
------....3---.!7% ::. --(Ir'ccond-it-ion) 
-
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Fig. 33 Stress-s'train curves, 0°, 45° and 90°_ to the ro_llin_g 
direction, 00005 inch thickness, 165 alloy, cold rolled - I 
:: 
?· 
1~·.~ t 
_;, 
,/ 
( 
37% and precipitation hardened - (HT .condition) 
Fig. 34 Stress-strain curves, ·0°, 45° and 90° to the rolling 
direction; 0.002 in-ch- thickness,.. 165 alloy, cold .tolled 
37% - (H condition) 
Fig. -35 Stress-strain curves, 0°, 45° and 90° to the rolling 
-,firection, Oo002 inch thickness, 165 alloy, cold rolled 
37% and precipitation hardened .. (HT condition) 
;73: 
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F·ig:. :~6 ·-Theoretical and actual bending behavior, 0°, 45° and 75i 
90° to the rolling direction, 0.026 inch. t~$ckness,~. t5 alloy, cold rolled 75% - (XH condition) 
Fig. 37 Th.eoretica·1 and acfual -bending behavior, 0°, 45° and 76· 
.90° to the rolling direction, 0.026 inch thickness, 
25 alloy, cold rolled 75% and precipitation hardened -(XHT condition) 
FI:g·. 38 Theoretical and actu~l bending behavior, 0°, 45° and 
90° to the rolling direction., 00013 inch thl_c.krtes·s-, 
t7· 
-· - -··. --- --- - __ ,_ __ ·- ~------ - -
----1-os--alloy-, -c-o·ra-·-r·o-lled- 37% - (H condi~ien) 
--·-----_-....,.-.---+" -~---. ------------····--·· 
. __ .,, ..... ,_,, _____ ~ .. ~--
------------- -- --- - --···--·· -- -
--·-··------·- ---·--- . ··---------·-· ... ·-----------.-...-~_.,.__..... .... -~ 
-~---------·--·- -
_,_-_ _,.,._..;..._ ..;._..:,:__;_.;;..F..c..:.-_ 1.-.~ g~:.-,-6\.J· 9 Theo re t i ca 1 and a c tu a 1 bend i ng be ha vier , 0 o. , 4 5 ° a·n d 
90° to the rolling direction, O.Q_l3 inch ~hick;ness, 
165 alloy, cold roiled 37% and precipitatidn hardened (HT condition) 
·_Fig. 40 Overall view of X-ray diffraction equipment in.eluding 
texture goniometer, X-ray unit, proportional counter, 
. and recorder. 
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Fig. 41 Close-up of texture goniometer. ·• - __ ' ___ · ·-- _____ J!) ______ ··-----
--------
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Fig. 42· Photomicrograph of alloy 165XH, impurity particles 
in non-continuous stringer-like array. 
• 
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Fig. 43 Photomicrograph of alloy 165A ··surface. Equiaxed grain -81 
structure formed during solution treatment. 
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Fig. 44 Photomicrograph of alloy 16'5-H- Sl.1t.f,fc_e __ o-_ Influence of 37% · 
cold reduction upon g~ain geometry. 
Page 
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Fig~. ,45· Photomicr·ograph of alloy 165XH surfaceo Influence of . .-.. 8-1--
- 75% cold reduction upon grain geometryo -Grains elonga-
- ;, 
-
ted. and evidence· of deformation band strueture at "A"__. ______ · _______ ~-c--=~--,-~-~-c-=-____ ---- .---- - --···-··--:-- '. ~-:---·- -- ---- -----~~ --~- - - - - - -------- -
Fig. 46 Photomicrograph of alloy 165XHo ·Cross~section·6f strip 
showing fibrous lamellar-like grains resulting from 
cold rolling 75% 
----Fig. 47 
82 
---------------------·--- ----- ---_ ... ;~---··.-----··- - ... 
Photomicrograph of alloy 165ATo ~ross-section of strip 
--showing equf.axed grains after solution. treatment, duplex grain size and precipitation of y equilibrium phase at grain bo~ndarieso 
. ·' 
. . : . .._ 
,.: 
-, 
Fi:g:.- 48 Photomicrograph of alloy 165ATo Same as Figo 47 higher magnification showing predominant amount precipitate occurring at grain boundary "A" and precipitation of y on (111) pl_anes at "B" •. 
except 
of r 
• minor 
:·82 
·F-i,g. 49 Photomicrograph of alloy 165HT surfaceo Effect of· 8B cold work in inducing fine precipitation of y ctn :(111)' planes o 
:F-ig:._ 50 Photomicro·graph of alloy 165XHT surfaceo Marked degree of precipitation of y within grains on (111) planes which form app_arent deformation bands· possess-ing same general orientation from grain to gr~ino 
' 
·F.ig:. 51 Photomicrograph of al Joy 165XH'l', {)o.,008--·-·irrch- layer 
_____ r-~_moved by etching,_ structure ·similar to that at' - ,•-··--··- .--·· .. 
surfaceo 
F·J.g. -52 Photomicrograph of alloy 165HTo Cross-section of 
strip, intermediate degree of preferred orientation irt planes ef precipitate~ ~ 
;_83 
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.84. 
Fi_g. 5..3 Photomicrograph of alloy _.165XHTo Cross-section of 84 strip,· m~ ~ k~ g__ degree o f ~'pre f err ed---or i-ellLa t .iolli _ ~-!! ~--- --- -- -------_ ------_ _ ~--~_:_--- --~=~-- ---·--~-.. ~--~~~~-=-=---·...:..::-· ==---· _-__;_,---_---_--···___,.,--------_-_ p lan-e-s-:-U'f-pre(~-rprcat e ~ - . ---- -- ------. ------- -- , 
·--·---··---· 
-w· -
" 
~---·-- - .----~-- -----·--------- ----~ 
Fig. 54 Photornicrograeh_ot ____ al __ lQy __ .l-65XHT. ___ Same .. as.-_:.F-ig-.--S-3-,---- --~·--84 --·--- - ----·-·- ----~ 
· -- except higher 111agnification, normals to planes of ... --·-- ---·-- -·· - -·· . . - . --- ---·-···· .. ----· ., -- - -·-- - precipitate form same angular relation as found in " 
central portion of subsequent pole figures for XH 
and XHT conditions. 
Fig. 55 Photomicrograph of alloy 165XHT. Cross-section of• 
strip, severe deformation near surface. 
. . 
. " - --- ··----- --·------·····----- -
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.Fig·. 56. (111) pole figure, surface texture of alloy=- 165A 86 
(recr~stallized) weak mixture 9f f 1101 <112> and 
_l'> --------------
·--·------------------- ry--·-·-..... 
'.' . - -- . - .. 
{ 112j < 111> • . ' . 4 
Fig. 57 (111) pole figure, su_rface texture of alloy 165 
-c-e--ld rol--Ied 37% (H condition) simil-ar= Eo--l:exttire · 
of heav~y cold worked copper w·ith strong element 
.. 11,: - --
Fig. 
of l 1123 <111> . 
- ··-- --- -- --· .. 
58 (111) pole figure, surface texture of alloy 165 
cold rolled 75% (XH condition), l 110} <112> with 
minor element of l_ll~+ fibre ·directiono 
F:~g:~ 59 (111) pole figure, inside texture of alloy 165 
cold rolled 75% (XH condition) same as i.n F·_ig. 58 
slight diminution of intensitieso 
~ , 
:·F·-f-g·o: fiO (111) pole figure, surface texture of alloy 165 
cold rolled 75% and precipitation hardened. 
(XHT condition) essentially the same as in 
Figo 580 
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•• Tensile and bend test data were compiled for copper·-ber-yllium 
1 
alloy _strip with compo_sition, _cold_ .wo,rk, _thermal treatm~nt ____ and di.~--- ______________________ ---···- __ _ 
--~- ---~----· 
_,._ .. 
·1:eCt·ionalit¥ .as. _'v.ariab les. See Table l1I .and Figso 2·:.12, 14-22 
and ·24.39 o 
,.. 
Mechanical Behavior 
Increased beryllium. c·otrtent ( L:o 70 t9.'. :1.:9Q_; per·· cent),. addititJnal 
,cold work pr.ior~t.o__aging~17% to ?5% reduction.), and __ precipita~tion 
. hardening all increase the streng~h properties_Q_____ _ __Of par·t-icul--a-~--i-n-ter-_ ___. ---- ----- --~ .-~ -·------ --
est is the influence o·f· (:lirectionality .in .the strip severe.ly cqld 
worked, i a e o, yield. stf'ength, tensile strength and mod\1-lus· ·0£ 
elasticity ar.e at. ·a maxi;mum after precipitatio.n J:1ard.ert_ing for s·pe¢.i.--
mens cut 90° to the :tolling directiono 
Measured tensile pro:p:erties.- represent average properties over 
- ---- . -- ---·- -·- -- ---------------- -----·---· - =----- .--·-·---------~ 
.. -- . - . 
.-,.-·.- ·. ·---~r11e-·cross -·-sectiono ·-- The usual as-sumpflon is that the material ___ is _ 
·~·-
homogeneous and the average measured value is use·d in de-s-ign. ··- - ------.-- -······-·---- .. ---- ·-
Assuming homogeneous ai-s-Eribu_tio~,. the bebavi.qr .o:f-_ the. str-ip .-in_, 
-- .. --- - - -·- - - --------- ---· 
- .. 
_,~· . :·-~ '}. ___ _ bending was predicted frqm_ the ·tensile test data. Actual bend tests 
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under actual bending conditions exhibits higher anisotropy than that 
predicted for homogeneous material. 
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Structure_ and Texture . --- -- -::--.- -,-· 
Micros.tructural examination and .. po~e figure analysis were 
performed on the 1. 70% beryllium ·alloy in an effort to correl.ate 
, 
' d 
.• ·-
2 
mechanical behavior· to the s_tr_uct.ur.e. and, text·ur~h,,i~we:r---e --------=--~~---.. ~-----~~ -- ---· - · ---- - . . . ----:'."-:---;-----:-:::-_' --:::::---·;:-::::.----;- ---::- -:-~-:-:-.--=-- - -- ---- . - ---- - - --~----. --. - ----- --
.,... developed from fabrication. See Figs. 4·2 .~o 60 •. 
The microstructu1:e shows that a :f.ibrous. g~ain dev·elops . 
.. 
. ·-·--------
wlt:h cold work. -rmptfrit-i:es -cpr·~~:~~t.,· as- -d-is-eret-e-particlea -.te~d~~to. 
align in a non-cop.tinuous stting~r-like pattern. 
Po le · figur·e determinations for the heavily c-eld worked 1. 70% 
beryllium alloy show that it. ~elops thE! Hbrass" texture associ-
., 
ated with face-centered cubic alloys o·f copper. A cor--relation " . 
-
.. --- - ------• -- - - •• - •c ·:::··- , - . ,. --·· - -· - - - . - - - - - - . 
-~~--;--·.j 
•. 
. 
. . between mechanical properties, principa_lly mo.dulus of elasticity 
before and after ·:precipitation harden;i.trg and: y.ield strength after 
.......__ 
precipit~tion hardening and the texture appfaa:i;-~ .-evident. 
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INTRODUCTION 
------- ., ... - ---- --- -
-------·----~ -----
--------------- ----
··-·-
"'' A. • • /: ;· ct - . 
: _Litera~tire Survey 
... 
- Much of the knowledge- concerning the mechanic-a-1 behavior -of- -----------
copper-beryllium alloys has been d~velqped _-w~thi~J;:lt~ p"ast decade_ .-~_ -~----,,~--=---=--~~-___________ ------- -- - -- . -.--- . ----:-- - --- - ----~.. -, •, . ·, ..:....:.--:--- ··-- -- -
' -
---- - --··· ·- ----.- , . ..;-... ·----:.~---_----
and a half o A study by Gohn, Herbert an_d Kuhn (1) has resulted in 
a_ c:_ompr~hen_e_iY~, _ d_et_ai led compilation o·f the i:t1f·luence of specifica-
tion alloying, heat treatment and cold work· u·po.n th~ mechanical 
• 
properties of copper-beryllium- _alloy-s in .strip ·form. 
While_ the Gohn study. provicles a precise pi¢.ture of wha-t can be 
I 
. r 
'-~xpected for variation within the sta't·_ed s-p·ecification limits, there 
~-· . 
. _are other p_ar,.ame:t:~rs.. which ~an influence ·mechanical behavior. 
- . 
·, Richards and Smi:t-h (2,3,4,6:) h~ve· r.ep·or·t~cf upon the influence of spect:-
~en thickness, cold work in e·xces·s of:'speci.fication re-quirements, pre·--
i 
·' 
.stressing, and specimen orientation- to rolling direc.tio.n. The effe.ct 
o·f :increa~sing amount of co_ld:.-work lip to 84% reducti~n (4) is re,pe·-r:ted: 
to increase the strength arid d·ecr:ease the elongation in the solution-
trea.ted, cold worked conditi-.ono l,n the precipitation ·harden·e·d c,on--
dit ion, strength increase.a with prior c-o-1-d---work--u-p·-t:-o-~µ-out-_ 6-et-- ------------------" ----~c.. __________________ _ 
. .._. tedu;ction but beyond there is a diminl.J.Ji_t._iQn _(4) of .strength--~pe~-t-ie-s .- -
-- ---- - -~------
- - - - - -- ·- -..-- - -••••••--•·•- -•• ••-· ··-•·•-- -- •-· - -.:, __ ...... a•--~-~----• . ---
-- .. ,~~----:--~ -
___________ -----~~i~:etropic 9~_hc1_y_io:r.- (2, 5 ,_6) is_ noted _in _material :i;emov.ed at v a_r~ous 
-----· - { . -- ...... ,.~ ·-------------·-- ··-·---~-·--· ... . 
-~-- . . . ----- - -- - ----------,------· ,--···.- - ~E··---=-;_ :::..::.':-.- --=·· -=-·=· =---·~-=~-- --------···-·-·----- . . ·-
--------~- angI-es to- t:·he rol-1-i-ng-·di-rection ff the material ~has_ b.-~~n- cold worked 
-~-
-
.,.. 
--- ----~ -·......---------~--------'----·------··-- ._ _ _,. ··----- .. ·····-- ·····--------. ·-------···---·---·-·· ·•---- ------ ------ .. -·--·. 
_,.,. 
.• 
·after solution treatment. 
,, - .. 
In general (2,6), decreased yield streng~h, 
' 
.-
_ .. ___ ---··-'--- '··"····--~-C-~"-·--------------bu-t .. ·-i-ncr.eas ed- -tens-i-1-e·----s-t-r-en-gt-h--a-nd---elas_ t-i-e-medu-lus_-·-a·re··-- not-ed··--fn··-·-the·,--·---- __________ -,_c --~---'"···---~--
...... 
transverse direction for material in the cold worked condition. ·In-
creased yield, tensile and modulus are reported for the transverse 
direction- in -the pree-ipit-ation harqened conditien (2-, 5,--6) ~ !!'he effect 
\ 
. ·-
j 
1 
f 
I j 
f 
f 
_I 
' ,-
--------""''-·-~--~~- -· ------- .. 
••• ~:,' i 
·-- ._______,,...---- -----~-
'•• . 
-- ------------ -~--~ 
----~ ·---- - ---~ -----------
• 
4 
ef ·thickness is reported to be 6.rte ··of increasing yield and tensile 
strength and decreasing dµctility wit~ decreasing_strip thickness (4). 
Where the application is to be a £·lat spring and the ·part will 
b.ending~ behavior. Minimum bend radii have been published (12) for 
forming the various tempers of copper-beryllium. Additionally, 
Richards_ .a_11d_ $m_i_th (6) . recog1:1ized the ro 1~ of_ ~Aisotpy and .in~JU<lecl _ 
allowance for orientattop._ to 't:he rollfng direction in their publ-ished 
tables -o-f min-i-mum ben<;i _ra.-cli.r.-----However, these tables are concerned 
with bending for fabrication and not bending -d:ur·ing service. A b·en_:~:l 
fixture used to dete:rinine e-ar ly yielding is descr .. ibE!d by R!~-har·ds ·and 
Murakawa (5)., but: the treatment is brief and ncl d:at.a are given for the 
effect of anisotropy. Kruger (7) reports that the rolled strip fr·om 
.ai ;face-centered cubic material showed the lowest modulus, elas-tic: 1.-iµiit, 
an4 energy storage capacity· in the rolling di-rect_ion and tl;le: hl~he.st 
values in the transverse direc.tio:n-o 
Several mathematical models have been pro·posed fot predicting 
' --~·------~-----'--_L,lb~e..,&..,ln"""'d..__...b._.ehav-ior -e-£---ftat m-ater i a 1 s, '(it i-lTz Ing t e~s i 1 e prop~-~ ti ~;--Ge.cc.:: .. D-~~~ s k;---.. ------~·::-· .,...----
· I. . and Yang (8) correlate bendability with reduction in area -~~asured in . • -• -- - - - __ (.':_~--~-~--.- ---• - - "e• . - "- •-· _ _.._ ____ ·- • •• -- ----- - ___ ___, . - - - •-- ---- - •--- - -------•--------··--- ---
-
-- -----·-- -· •·- -------·-~----·-,••---• • 
----------··--·-------···-·-··•---·--·-••-••••-• -··- •••••-- • .-- ·-·••• 
-
-· 0 ••-•;--"--••-·••- ----·-·--·-·--
--- -
-- -- -- - -- a tens :i:le -t-es-~:~~-----~~~et _et_ al (9-)..~de-s.ctihe--.rela-t-i-on-s-- for the- bendi.n-g .. c):f _____ -----· - - ·- . -· -· ---·----
.j 1 
.,. .. ~I -
... ----i---- .. - ...... ··- ...... -- --- __ ! -,:lo. -· 
• r· .. ~-
.. 
·------~~------------------.,,,.....,.--...... -,_· ,--------------------------Fenste-'.t'wal-de:r---(11-) --dev-e-lo-pe·d· --·_a·-·--b-end·--te-s·ttng-_unit-wnicli-~-~fimiiTates__ ,--~----:-------------
,, 
actual conditions of stress in bending. · The parameters which,r influence . \ '· 
tensile behavior can be examined for their effect upon bendih·g and some-
correlation between tensile properties and bend properties can be gained. 
I" 
.,, 
\ 
. . 
----·----------------------~----~~------ ·---- - --- ----- ----
- - ------------------------- ----~----,----
:., 
: ... ~ ' ' 
I . . ' ,_, ... ,. -- ' .. ,. -· .,- ··- -- . " - -- . 
.. 
.. 
..... '· 
This Qend test_ing unit·, new assigned. to Testing Machines, Inc •. , was 
,, 
lo_aned to Lehigh and used to study bend behavior. 
Quantitative attempts to account for ani_sotropy· and mechanical 
~"') 
proper tie~---£~ _ tp e ~-b ~~J-~ _ 9f __ ~cry~ t_~_l _l9gr aQh i_c_J;~x~ u_r_e __ or_cc-inipu_rity _ 7_-------~ - -~~~- --------;- c-7 -~ - - -- - · - • · ')., -
- - · - -
· 
• 
.. 
fibering have- net been extensive, even though such ~nisotropy is 
generally attributed to one or both of the factorso Barrett. (12) 
describes Weert' s correlation of the ~odulus of elasticlty and 
texture in rec·rystallized copper. Jones and Fell (13) attempted a 
. - --~ ------.-- '-----·-· .... 
5· 
_,. 
similar rationalization for cold roll·ed co ..pp-~r bas~d on a particular 
texture designation and found that it did not"a-gree with observed 
resul.ts:. An ear.lier work by Wilson and. Br;t· (14) on the ·r~lation 
of anisotr~py to texture in 70/30 cartr}/ge brass produced results 
1 ~ 
I C·o_nsistent with some of the -re·s·ults 0
1
f this investigation. 
,-
/ 
I A recent review article .by Di):'lamore and ).loberts (15) covers 
te~s·ively. 
l 
/ 
I 
of texture developmf t in wrought materials quite ex-
1 
' Copper-beryltium 1-allo)fs are not included -in.' t'he :s~rv.ey: • l 
I 
nor are they 1:lsted in any/of the other pertinent· references which. , i:: . 
•• _ .;:._ - ..•• - . ~--' ····-··------~-----····----·····. ··-· ~ .. - ' ......... _...,.__....~,--, ... ··~-,-..,~·--·-·- ...... ~?;:"..:;...; • .,._;_,;~·-~-..:;:__ __ -~,-=-.;;:.:.,. __ ,-_,:_ ________ ··~--------·--·-·- __ . ____ ,___ . ·-·- . were -exanifnedo .- .Theory {16) predicts that face-centered cubic alloys 
. ----
of copper will tipon $Ufficient alloying and deformation develop the 
.. 
------~---'---~--'----'-- --- ------------------~-- --···----------··-------·--·--------- --· ·-----------.....-----·-----_-_-------·-
-!!bras ·s '' texture rather than-th-at of- pure copper. The. validity of 
- - . ,o,------·-·--
-----_________ _........_ ______ ~-this theery was+-eenfirmed-in the. results wfiich were obtained in this 
·I . ":--.·---·_ ... -------------·:··:_-·.-_--- ___ --·.-·--------study--.--··--·----·------·/., __ ··------···-·----- -.. _______________________ .. ___________________ ----- --- ---------- __________ _ '-~ ..... ,_ . --~ - -- --- ---t.~----··-·· - .. ,• ·--·.':!.·: -· --
--------------· ----- -~ 
Scope -- -G.f::-S-tudy--------------.-~~-------.---------~--- _______ .:__ _____________ : __ --- · -- ----- ---- · --------- -· _______ · _________ -- · · ---
Basically, ~his study is concerned with th-e· lnitial yielding be-
havior ef copp~r-beryllium _ a~"loys, par.ticularly __ ~s it pertains to sma·ll 
strip springs. It is apparent from the literature that alloy content, 
---------
\-----•-'-=c-. -------- ' .. :.r:.- .. ~ -,..,,i·,.---.lo,.. ····-···--·-----~--~-------. - • ---·~-..---···---.. --··•-..- .-. ,...---
-
\.~ . 
,,-, 
I 
I.• '"r 
< 
' 
. ., .. , ···- ·'··"" -
. ; 
6 
·:cal<i werk, thermal r.treatment and orientation .,:nay all exert I an: influence 
·an ·this behavior. 
!ni:tially, tensile tests were deemed desirable ta evaluate the ·. 
\,.,. 
. ~ 
~--=--c-~. i-t1-fl-UenCe---Of--these,~fac-to--r~----0n-_4r.i-iti-al~--¥!-e-ld-i-ng ____ jortun-a-teLy-, -the .ASTM-~=----~~ - - --~-~-
" 
publication of Gohn et als (1) a~ the start of the study made it possi-
ble· to riiinimize t:his--~portion of the work and to extend the effort to 
. , _ ,_ - . -- ~--------·- ·-- . ' . . . . 
---·---~ .......... ,._ ... ___ ·-------·----·-··---------~--~------·· 
bending behavioro In addition, an attempt has been made to correlate 
--
t,ens i le and bending behavior o 
The work on mechanical behavior ·lrtc·1.udes two alloys, 165 (1. 7io Be) 
and 25 (lo 9% Be) o The influence of cold work prior to aging ~pon 
tensile and bend behavior has been inv.estigate~ at two levels, i.e. 
the H·temper -(37% co-ld, re·d·u~tio~)anc:l.a~,._special temper designated XH 
(75% cold reduction). The it1fJuence· of thermal treatment (HT temper) 
as a :s.~rengthening mechanism- -was examined for each alloy and reduction. 
. . 
.. An. important obje~t of :the work ~as to determine the influence of 
l 
., .. 
an·:L.sot_ro_py· upon mech_anic·al behavior o In .. $p.ec·if icatiqn and-· man{1f:ac tur.~-rs~----- ---,------- ---- - --
L..r . 
. -- ~ - - - - -
.tables of pr·opert~~~ (lJ 17, 18) ranges ar~ ~ene:rally g!yen f~~ .. meqh.~~ni.c~l 
--manu £ ac t-~r i ng pro c e_d_ur_e__.and_ not, _ for- --Spec-ime-n---9B;-ent-a-t i on--t-o·--ru-lt~rrg--·--·-----------~----------------
: .,------------~------·--·-. -
directio-n. - --Thus- the ·extent of an-i.setropy is not revealed. Furthermore, 
more severe- deformation (75% redµ~_~_i.on) W'9~l~_._b~ ~xpected .. ~-9--.. enhance 
~-- -----·.·--n ••• -· -
.,.. ·.·.- - . - : __ - ,-· .. . ' 
~·- ---·------,·-----·-·---=-....; .. .,...._ ... ._c_-~---~--t--he--4a-f-luenGe-·--Of ..... or-i.entat.io.ri_. ______ .. ___ ... ________ _ 
- -------- -·-·· ----·-··-- ·-····- -· ·- -- .. --··- . --· ·-·- ·---- -------· -·-------·- --- • --.;i;'.:\·-·-·- .. ·-···· - -- __ ,.__ -.---------~----------·. - .. -~------- ._.·: .. - -·: 
. -
. -·----- .. -
·-=~--··- .. 
,-
,· - ________ __,. ___ 
.... 
tests en strip specimens_ (see Ref. (1)), whi~e the ___ strip is il'!_t_~n_de9 __ t-~---------.. ~-----
be used ;in bending~-- An important ·que·stion is how well tensile test data 
.. 
' ' 
' 
' 
-· --·-- ---~ -~-- - -- - - --- .. _ - . ·-- ..... -----·--··--·--·-··"'·-----·- -----------·-···- ~------·-··-·--·--------- ·- - -- . ··-···. 
___ , ________ ::.:.. ~·--···--·---------- ---·· - ----
- ---- ----------- . -·-·-
. ------ _______ .. ·("------ --- -- __________ ................. - -- -·------------·--- --------------· _,, _____ ---- .. -
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I 
. can be utilized to predict bending behavior. When the·spring is used 
beyond yield, this problem is of primary importance. 
- - .. - - ---~ --·--
- . - . -- - - -
-·-·---~-'-"-·-------~.....-- - -~---=----·-= .L • _..,_ -- • An attempt has therefore been made to compare tensile ·and bend 
. ~ .... ~~~---~~-·. --=b.ehavior of copper-bery~l-li..um----allay-s---by · consertiet'i.ng theoretic a:r·'-------·--·--,.-
moment vs. strain curves from tensile data and comparing them with 
' .. 
experimental bend test data. 
The influence af thickness (Oo021. tel 0._002:: inc·hes) was included 
in the study for alloy 165. 
S-pot checks of electrical r.e.sfistivi:ty. were made to dete'.nnine· ~-z:iy 
:marked changes due to flie variables studied o 
.. 
' 
Fina.lly in an effort to better )µnderstand why the anisotr:opy_ 
exists, a second phase of research was con"ducted upon the· s-Eructur·al 
behavior of one of the two alloys. The microstructure of_: the 165 alloy 
. 
was studied at- different stages .o·f cold work and heat treatmento ·Pole 
' ··-·· 
·.• 
figures which represent the natur-e and extent of preferred orientation 
b, ___ ..-c_• 
' :.: ··-:·' 
-~~ ~--- -
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- -------- --- -· 
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_ .work and after precipitation hard·en-irtg. The-family of lattice planes 
··-·--- ...... "'" 
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PHASE I - ·MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR 
General Procedure 
,.._, 
Material: 
·· . , The mat er ia 1 -~ ~ct .... iJ;Lthia-=-=-in-Ves t--iga-tcien .... cens-isted -c0f---::t-we--- ·:=-=-=--:;:-c---.-:,:-..:·~----------=-- · ----·-___ ...:..____ ---- : ________ --··,- ---· ,_ _____________ ... ·- -----· . -- . . 
. 
,>. 
··:--· .-:--- c:::"- - --
• 
- -·---- ~ 
·- ~ - . ·- -
-alleys, 25 and 165, furnished by The Beryllium Corporation, Reading, 
Pennsylvani.a'.. .T:he .chemical composition of each alloy· is given in 
Table I - Chemical Composition (wt.%) 
.ALIDY·. E L E M E N T 
;&··,·· 
C:u :Be Co Si Al Fe Sn Pb Zn Ni · Cr Mn· A·g 
25 1:>.,~1. 1:.-:90.- • 2:s -.. : 10 • 09 :. 06 • ot. . 003 : •. o3 -. o.o4 .• oo·a • ooa: -. ot 
·.~· 
::G,ii:X-s P-l ·_fhe·se :all.oys, hot ·-rolled. to· o,io:o inch thick1)¢$S 
and 7 :it1thes ·wi.de were -soltft:Lon annea1ed at l460°F and were u_se-d a,s.. 
4 
-. 
the starting. -m~terial-. The ·alloys-- were subsequently pr~cessed i.n 
-/"' ~ -------'-'----
the mill a~ indicated below. .... 
__ "XH" Temper (25 _ and .. 165 alloy_s )-0. 02.51' .. thicknes.s. - "--· .. ,. , ... 
. --- ..... ---
__ .' .. 'Hff 'l'empe~ _ :(2:5 and 165 alloys)- o 020_" t.hi.c.knes_s_. ______ __ 
,.--" . ;" 
-·-1· Co ta tol lea--·0-.--100" to O. 032 ° -- ---~.- ~- ..--------- . '. .. . _, .. . : . ,,. 
. 
' -:--·. ___ , __ ,._____ __.., ___ :.i,· ..... ·---··-· ,. 
- .: .... .," :-~--·2-~. - ·sc5lut·iori- heat---~treiite __ d_ (1Zi60°F) __ .. _. ____ ..... -~ ... -~ .. - " _ 
.. . /~~-----~-- --- ---· --~----- -----.cccr-, -. . ,. ·-
:::;.· 
-----~-·· 
- -- - --- --------:,---
--:3-. --- -- ·c·1 e .. ane d ---------·--··-·-"'" .......----------------·~ .. -~--~------y-;7- . . .. . . 
-· -~~-
.. 
----···--------
_·_. ~ .-. ' ... --~·.:._;...._. _;__· ----c-
4 - r, 1...:1 11-- ..J -0 8 'l 2 ,r to .n oo.. AU (· !l--7-"l------.f.-h-l'·f-f .. t·: ......... --- ....... -,-----_,.-,--:-,--. _--,.,.,- --- - . . -. -. . . - • ----\;,~ -:U---FO- .... ;eu- - --.-- J ··----- ·--.:.,~- .. °t.\J - --- · J 10- n emper 
--
) J 
. -
,-
.. - . 
,_ .. 
~-..:., ___ .,_ 
_) - •'. 
------------ - -
------------------------- -- -
"H" Temper (165 alloy)-~0126" thickness 
-- . -- 1. 0.025'' strip previously cold rolled 75%, further rolled to 0.020" 
• +- ·-·-·· -
-I 1 . ,, • 
1 
'/ . 
· _2 .--- 0 ·• 02Cf" s tri,p solution· treated ( 14'60°-F): \ 
-···------··--~-
,,'.\ --
.... 
-~--~---- .. -·-
I 
1 • 
' 
I,•, -•1 
" 
·- ,_ .. ""' ~---· --- - . 
. '\ 
. - - ·- . , ...... ,. . ·-- - -
.'I 
.9. . . 
,. 
3. Cold rolled 0.020" to 0.0126" (37%) 
. -
"H" Temper (165 Alla'y)-. 005" thickness 
1. 0.0126" strip solution treated (1460°F) 
2. cold rol .. led 0.0126 to 0.008'' 
-----~- - ~ 
3. 0.008" strip solution heat treated (1460°F) 
4 •. Cold rolled 0.008" to 0.005" (37%) 
"H" Temper (165 alloy)-0.002" thickness 
-- - ~ - --- --~-- - --~~~ -
1. G.005" strip solution heat treated (1460°F) · -
2.. .Cold r.olled .0 .• 00-5" to O. 0032 '' 
---·-- - -- ---•·- . -~. -
3 •: . CJ 0··0032:'·1 strt·p · stllutio_n 1;1:~at t:r·e:ated ( 146 0 °F) 
' . 
4. Cold rolled 0.:00:3"~:'' to 0 •. 002:'' (37%) 
Heat Treatment: 
In order to study the e:f:f:e.c_t :of· cold Wl')r\(· :_i:t._ is· :ne.cess:ary, 
·that th·e $Oltition heat treatment be ··perfo:rn1ed pr;to.t· to _the flna·~ 
- .. ,,-..:..: 
The latitude of thermal treatment which remains is rtece-s-·.· ·,·. 
~-:arily confined to- va.i:j.~:t.ion.s·. of the plfecipitation hardening treat: .... 
.. lllent. The effects _of t_·ime 'arid: temperature upon mechanical prop;e_rti¢s: 
a,,,,.'.·• 
'. .... 
- is .. ~!.'-~~~-~d rather_ .. th-or:oughly" :in= tlte--· l-it-eF-a-ture· -(1,--19)--. · ·--T~he·~·-,·time and'------------~~~ - --·-· -·-.- -· -- - _,., _..., ------·, ----- - -~ -
temperature for which maximum. strength is ... reported is two hours- at 
- --~-- - - ~--------·--
---
! 
I 
! 
i 
! 
l 
. I 
f 
I 
I 
f 
p 
;.i 
I 
= =~ -;~;==~-~=~-~~-~~-~:;~~~~~-c~~s~sed.·~-the ~H (75% cold redticed) t~~~--~~=: __ : -~ --- -- . ~ . ' 
-
...... 
-· . 
·,P· 
-~ 
-_-· · · ·· Test -- s-p-Ecimens·· were precipitation hardened over a·- range of, temperature 
-'· ... - ... _,, ··---- -
~ 
-·- --·--- -
--.--
- ----~.-:.··-·- --
_ _; .- - -~----·-;;·.,.;-,,.--.,~-~---·····-~ ... - -----~ .... _ .. -
~------- -- ~ -~----
--------1---·--·----- .. 
-----.:::- .. ---·------ -. -.--- -----~-=-···--------------freiiie"""s60°F-to-·-650°F. l{aximµm hardel).ing occurred in twp_ .hQ_urs ____ {!_t _____ t_M_ _ 
• • r·---•- --4,- .. __ 600°F temper.ature. 
----'----
' 
~---·-------
- ·-·-··-·--· - .. ---- - ·-- - -----~---- --·· - -- -
... 
Ric_hards _and Smith (4_) indicate tha-t----t-h-e more ------
' 
..,.-
, .. 
' 
..,, 
· ·, --d .. · - - - ·he·avt-1y- cold- worked material over aged ;at 600°F. This was not experienced 
-_ =-- -------~- -:.,-· with th;---75% cold ·reduced materia·l-- in this· -study as evidenced by the 
--- ----------~ ~ ~:::-----~::-~-~~- .. - ·. -----.--------- --s-trength . valife·s repor·t-ed . herein • 
. . 
i 
---- - ---- --------------
'1 
. I· 
10 
Tensile specimens were precipitation hardened in a resistance 
wo_und, circulating air furnace. The recording system was calibrated 
against a control thermocouple prior to performing the heat treatment. 
Establishment of Orientation: 
Sp.~cimens for testing were _chosen at- 0°, 45°, and 90° to the 
:rolling ·d.:irection. Tens·ite and bend strips 0.013" thick and heavier 
o!ca 
were sheared from the strip at the appropriate angle. Material 0.005 
anc:1 0.002" thick were cut with scissors. 
' ,.. 
~anical Tests: 
-- - ----- - -- - ·---
- -----· . - -- - . -·-- -·- - . ---
--~~·- ------ -- --- ·-- --- ---.- --- ---
Tensile ·and bend tests were performed for the two alloys in 
// 
1the thickness and condition shown in Table II. 
strip 
thickness 
0.026 inches 
b.021 inches 
·o:. 0·13 inches 
251I 
2:'5HT. 
XO: 
Table II - Program of Mechanical Tests 
M t r • 1 a e 1 a a 
25XH 
.25XHT 
.jJ, XO 
n d 
• 
T e m 
165H 
'.165.I:IT. 
XO 
xd 
.. x .. 
p e r 
:i . 
165XH 
165XHT 
X 
.• ·r-
-----··-------
,e'! 
. 0. 0-02. ·in.c-hes: - :x .,. - -··· ...... , ~ .. ., .... - .... -· . - -·- - ... _,_' ,,_,_ ... ,._,., . ·. .... .. . . .• .... ·. ,.,. •· .,..,. 
X. -- mat:erial. t::ensi'le: t·este·d 
- '-- ---- -- ----------··--·-··· -- ·-~ __ ,, ··----- -- . 
0 .. ~.mate.rial -hend-- ·te.s-ted-------,c-c,--c--· -- . ,·. :;---- - --:-----
-~ 
- . ------ .. -........ :- .. - -'~--- . -- ·- . - .. 
- -·---·---··- ----- -- -- -·-------·-···-·--··"--· -..-~------- ----:---·· .. --.·-·-·-· ------:· -- -·,::--« --··- --- " -- ·-· - ____ , __ ..:..-:-,:. ___ _ 
- --,--_----;---· __ --_ --.~-----""!"'-.--·-.-.- .-
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-Tensile Behavior 
Procedure: I,,.,_, 
Standard f·lat specimens __ with_ two-in~Ueduce_d sections were . . '· -. : .. ·.·------.. -----·-----~-11""'--
- ·ti'se:d: .(ASTM Standard E s~.61T for tension te.sting·--of metallic materials--
Pa.rt· 30, p .12 7 of 19-64 ASTM Standards). J,nJ.tia:1: strain measurements 
·---·· -~---·-·-·-' ------ ------ - ----·-- ···-- -·· ··-- . -
--·-----
'•"-'··--· 
:,. 
...... -,. 
V 
"" 
. - --•·---- ···-- .... ·- ~~-"'"·· -~---~ ................. ~ . 
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were made with SR-4 strain gages glued to the specimens. It was felt 
-
that the presence of t;he SR-4 gage would affect~ the results of the 
thinner specimens. This technique was dismissed in favor of use of a 
·I 
-new clip-on strain gage extensometer model No. G-51-12, manufactur·ed by 
Instron. The weight ·of the extensometer is 40 grams thus the maximum 
error introduced by the gage would be on the order of 100 :psi for O. 002 
inch thick materi~fl. 
Tests were conducted at room_ temRerature UP-On a 10,000 lb. 
Instron· Tensile Testing Instrumept Type TT-C-L (Fig. 1) operated at a 
~rO$S_head~eed of 0~2 inches per minute. The :e.xt·ensometer and chart 
d-rive were calibrated before the start of eac·h run with a micrometer 
•• C 
he.a_d calibration fixtur·e accurate to O.QQOJ -inches. The load reco.rd--
:-iJig- portion. of· the . recorder was also calibrated· prior to each rtin-. 
. ' 
'Yield behavior was determined from. ·th·e: load versus strain curves 
·, 
.. 
traced on the C'hart of the X-Y recor.der ·by: -n~:>-~:itig:-· .Olk, · ~1%, and· _. 2·% 
off set load .va_lu.e··s· ~1'.1Q -computing the stres:s ·from. :them •. 
,Q_wi.n-g to t·he- early pr~ference given: tq. collecting initial--
tive, particula.rly at higher reductions, th·e ductility portio.n of the 
·- - --.,-·.·_--.. ---~--·---.--··-----
: ... -··-··· 
-- ·~ - -·- . --· ··-- ----.. ·--. 
-- --- -----~---~ 
·-- - -.~--- -c··..,..,.,.··-·•-·,-----· ·····- -- ----~----- --
--- ----- presentation is not complete-. However, certai~ conclusj.ons can be 
- •. 
:....::----=- - --- _.,-,------- -- ------ - .__,_ ___ '_-___ ·-- - ·. , .. ___ -. ..:-___ -_,.:;::::.-~ .. =-~=-.::---~----~· ·-· ·-- -·--~~==-=~=- -=-=~--··=-=~=-----··- ~--· __ .. __
______ . ______ --······ -·-···-----~·-···-·· ---·-· ····--· - .. - --
' 
drawn from the values which were obtained .. 
Conventionally .. modulus of elasticity is determined from the · 
. . . . . 
' . - ... -- -·· . - . - - .......• . . ....... ····--··-.---- -- ---------- -- ... - ··-· .... ·-· .... - ... ·----- -·-····-- --···-·--'--····-·---~------·-··· 
.. 
slope of th~ stress-strai~n ·-c·:urve at zero stress. 
----------
----- ·--
The ·results from 
·-
early tests;- gave a di.f.-fe-,;¢p.:t slope at zero, load than at som~ value o-~:, 
• 
't•: 
\ 
<• 
ii. 
' 
. ,~ _.,~ ......... __ ,::··..:,._,~.-.. ,··- . ,- '.- ·-·-·· ·- · .. .'.·, --·- .' . ...:.:,.:... _; . -, ... "-~, -· ... . ., 
J. 
' : •• I._ load in the elastic region. Also the. use of the strain gage exten-t t 
someter produced some irregularity at zero load. ASTM specification 
E 111-61 cites four methods by which the slope of the stress~strain 
curve may be determined. The fourth method, th'at of determining a 
"' 
cord modulus between two stresses, was used for this study by calcu-
l~ting the stress to str.ain ratio from the low load portions of the 
load- strain· curves. --I.t 'is :in this region where a linear relation 
wo,u.ld- be expected to exf:st. 
-- ------ ---
.-~·-· 
•• 
',fl'- • 
--------· ------- -~------.--
------....L._. ---------- - - -- • 
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1· 
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t.,,..' ·4 
25XH 
0 
45 
90 
- :25H 
f 
.0 
45 
90 
l65XH 
0 
·4·5 
90 
165H 
- 0 
45 
90 
_lijSH 
0 
45 
:90 
16SH 
0 
45. 
90 
165H 
0 
45 
90 
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r i ! TABLE III - Ta}?ulation of Tensile Properties 
11 
11 
I 
1:, 
n 
,. 
I 
i 
. . I' ' I ' j Y~eld Strength · 
~10- 3 psi t 
o • a 1 % ! a .1 % . o • 2% 
' 
. 0.026"\ thick 
91 i O '!'. 12 0 • 4 
8 6. ~ 1 11 10 9 • 0 
. I 
a4 ~ 1 
1
r 1 a a • 2 
' \\ 
' ' 
i 
128.6 
121.4 
12~.1 
o.02Jln thick 
' ,. I 
. 77J4 ~ 95.q 10~.o 
7:5 .10 i11 96. a 103. o : j \i i ', 76 .,o · :
1
1 94. a 10J1. • o I ~ '71' 
I ) I I !\ I • : 
o. 0.26 '~, thidk I 
92 .;2 \l.120. 3; 13.(l. 2 
91.r 111s.1 12,.8 
84. ;5 11113. 81 12JJJ,. 8 ~ \1 ' I . . ' i! 
.... 
' ,., I 
, 11 i I 
01 02; '' IL...h. k: ' '• ll. ilL l.C : J 
! I I ' rys.~ Ii 98.6, 101+.6 
' I! . 17 5 • t7 Ji 9 6 • 8 1 10 2 • 9 
t7 5 . ~ !\ 9 6 • 3 1 10 3 • 5 
i i !j 
I < 'I I • • ! f : I 
ot 01S" thick1 !" ' r 
. I 79. $ : 95. 0 i, 103 .• 0 
,~.$ f 92.3\ 100~3 I 2 : • rs., \ 9~.4 102r3 
\ ~ ! I I :· I 
0 ~ 00$'' 1=h!ck \ i9.~ 19~.o 101~0 I ; ( I 1 78.0 191.0 98l0 I i ~ \ ! 
~5.q 
11
0~.oj 901·0 
I t 'I . 0Joo2n th~ck ! 1 
' '.• 'I , ! 
~o.~ ;02.0 105~0 
719. 0 :: 97. 5 1101. 1 0 I : · I 7J3. q . ! 95. 9 102 •iO 
.1 i :· rl 
, 1 · 
r 
·1 t :: : · 1 ~ 
I t 1. 
' ' I 
'I l . 
! ! I ; ,, 
• ' 11 
1 I l i1 
• '1 
I 
. I 
I 
Tens.Str. Yg's6Mod. %El. Xl0- 3 psi XlO- psi. 
136.0 
·· 145 .,S' 
153 .O· 
•• 
'111:. 0 
;J.15 .:6 
:117 .3 
13'7 •. Q 
.140.6 
- . . . . . ~ 
14.6·.~g· 
108.~.7 
111 .. ..-5. 
115 .,:a 
107.4 
110.7 
115.0 
106.9 
109.S 
111.0 
113.2 
llJO. 5 i . 
, 116 I 0 
15 8 
15J3 
.rs .1, 9 
15.6 , 
16.3 
17.8 
16.5 
16: .• g. 
te·.1. 
Je:~4 
16·.·4 
.i7.-:2 
... · .... '.·· 
).iS:.4. 
lp-.6. 
· 17.2' 
:15. 2 
,15. 5 
:.15 .a 
.114.0: 
·i ... - . 
'[14 ... .S · 
.\16.':6 
l 
.S .3 
3.2 
2 .• 1 
5.5 
5.0 
2.·4 
·3.3 
... •,, 
·2· •. 2 
.~ 
6 
5.5 
1 
3. 25 ·1 
8.0 
3.0 
5 •QI ·I 
\ 
:3. 0 
4.0 
5.8 
2.1 
3.3 
~.3 
• 
Yield Strength 
Xl0-3 psi 
0.01% 0.1% 0.2% 
25XHT 
141.8 
164.3 
174.6 
2SHT 
135.0 
145-. 5 
148.2 
165XHT 
137.3 
147.8 
i6S.6 
165HT 
129.5 
134.5 
154.0 
165HT 
130.3 
144.0 
146.0 
· 165H 
:. 134. 0 
t 136. 0 
I 145 e 0 
16SHT 
138.0 
147.5 
154 •. 4 
0. 026"-thi~ 
180.0 189.0 
201.7 212~8 
216.4 223 .. 0 
0.021" thick. 
171. 5 182 ~ 3 · 
185.7 195~2 
188.2 196~2 
0.026" 
164.3 
176.2 
196.3 
0.021" 
157.0 
165.5 
181.0 
0.013" 
151.0 
160.0 
163.0 
I 
thick 
169~6 
187 .\3 
' 207 .i8 
I 
thic~ 
164 .:o 
177 .:o 
190.\0. 
i 
thickl 
160.1 
I 
169.0 
170.0 
' 
0.005" thick 
151.0 166.5 
162.0 171.0 
168.0 179.0 
0.002" 
158.5 
163.5 
170.0 
thick\ 
166.1 
172.$ 
178.0 
I 
'i )1J::, 
I 
Tens~Str. Yg's6Mod. XlO- psi XlO- psi 
206.4 
220.6 
232.3 
202.7 
207.5 
209 .8· 
186.2 
198.5 
213.1 
180.0 
187.6 
201.5 
182.4 
183.9 
186.1 
186.0 
188.5 
195.5 
190.0 
193.5 
201.0 
18.2 
17.8 
20.4 
17.3 
17.5 
18.2 
16.8 
16.0 
19.3 
15.7 
.1:7 •. l 
19·.4 
18.3 
18.7 
22.3 
15.5 
16.8 
18.3 
16.2 
1§~. 5 
·ia·.·1. 
. ;•-.· .... 
p 
\El. 
2.3 
1.75 
3.3 
3.2 
2.1 
2~·s 
1.75 
4.2 
3.2 
7.0 
4.75 
6.0 
2.75 
3.5 
3.25 
2 .s. 
2.75 
3.0 
, 
\ 
I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
,. 
~ 
-•.. 
t,· 
.... 
w 
t, 
. ~-
' i 
f 
I l 
'· l 
! ,. 
I' 
·., 
\. -
------- ---
·;,-· 
------- ---· --~--- --~·- --
.,, : 
Influence of Alloy: 
If all other variables are held __ cqns..tant, increased strength 
properties result from increasing the beryllium conten;. Both an in-
crease in solid solution strengthening and precipitation hardening 
s~engthening occur~, with th~ latter appearing to be improved more. 
This is shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Ductility is lowered in the higher 
beryllium alloy 25. 
IntJue_nce of Thermal Treatment_: 
----·-·. - --The most marked effect upon·· properties occurs when copper--
beryllium _a-lloys ar·e pr_ecipitat_ion hardened. ~ Yield pro~erties, ·t'ens·ile. 
strength arid modulus o.f. elasticity are markedly incr.ea-s·e-d. " 
However, it i~ po·ssibi·e to obtain higher s-trena:th .-anc;i 
:s.t-r,ength: m.erely :b_y colc;l wor.l<itig. l'h·e influence of .thermal t·reatment . . - . 
. - . - -- -
. is s,bown :i·n. Fig_.". 4 •. 
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-------
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.-c.-~·-:o,:::;---·--
___ .. ·-·--
lt :i.s s:h·o:w11 :in. th:e :lftet~atu.re t·h-at increasing t:he ·amount. of 
__ ,.,. 
cold wo-rk· up to :37% a-fter: s·olution heat treatment increases ·the, 
• 
-----
-- - = - --- J---·--- __ : __ "___ ' --------
---
-·---··- .. -·-
--- ---- -----· -- --·scrength properti~s··· -~n-lf cl~cr~~ses ~u~tility __ (l, 17 ,18). - S-pec,if~fe~a-tions'. . ---- .- ---·-· - - ---------- ----- -
do~-UOt prQvide for cold work in excess of 37% reduction reportedly _be .. "·'· 
_ .. ,, -~,--_,_- -·, c'Ause ~he ret1l~"J1 .... do.es-11-'--t----w-arr·ant···,tt"···--(t+}~:---~-----~~-~1r-1ie--·:yieI"cf .. iiric1'":;:tens.:i.ie .............. , ........... , ...... ,-,-o, .•. ._, ___ -· -· 
~;..:,- ·,' •·· ,-. ._., •• • <n >C<> ._ ,-,-.~,, •• • •• _;,,::", • .'":;, .·-:;, ·~-.:..::.' ·, ;: •• _.•:,.; •• I•.•• ,<,_.,; ~.·.~--- --;,:,.,,, •• .~.,- ~•·--., ,..,, ..,,,.,.. ,._ • .. - .;.; """'-•••"--·•···~· •.• -,.;..-..-.•~ . __ ,....- • •• a -~- '•• 
• ··-·• • 
-
-· 
-----•' __ ___,,_ --- --- ·--~- ··-· . 
. - ---------------- ----. ----~-
.... :. 
.... 
-- - ---
-------------------- - - - -- -----
-
.. 
. I 
,, 1 . 
strength show a substantial increas.e when the amou_nii ·o·f cold reduction 
... 
. I , ' 
is in~-~~a~ed .from 37 ·to 75%·. This is shown in sunnnary Fig. 5. There .~ 
is a resultant loJ;s of du~tility however associated with extra cold 
-------- ----- - --- --------------------- -- -- -- --- -
-·--·- - ·-·-------·--·--
-- ·----~- -------------- ---· - . ·---. . -- ------
- ----· --· 1k redu.~tion. Both 25XH'! .and 165XHT show elongations less than 2% in 
, .... 
... -···--· 
... 
, I ,I 
···-·--·-··-- ·-----~-------- .... ····-········--·- --·--······-····'....·-··- -· ....... ·····-···· ·-·- ·-· . - > 
- - --- - --- - - ---- - -· - - - - --- -- . -
-
--~----·---------·---------------------·------
- ·-· .• , .... '.-- - --------·· .. -·-·J~-=---·· 
I, 
I 
.... 
.. 
the transverse direction, • 1. e • at 90° to the rolling direction. 
.. 
-
-
-~--' ·- J -
-
-~· 
Where ductility is not important, extra cold working can be 
utilized to increase strength. The effect of extra cold work (75% 
reduction) and thermal treatment combine to elevate strength still 
further. This influence of the extra cold work with the precipita-
~ting hardening heat treatment is moa.t pro.nounced at 45° and 90° to 
.,, 
the rolling direction. See Figs. 6,7 -~nd 8. 
Effect of Orientation: ___ _ 
Copper-:beryllium is ani~:ot:rqp,~_-c when cold worked. In the 
ff temper, there is .a decrease :Ltt the·: -irii"t'ial yield properties, an 
increase in the tet1sile ·strength, and ari increase in the modulus· of, . 
. . -· ... -- - - - - . --- -- - - -- - - -· - -··-· ··----···· - -···-
elasticity as the specimen orientation is changed from .Q 0 t;9 :90· 0 :to 
-the rolling direction. For the HT condit.io:p ,t;f:ie: y.i~:ld,. t.ens:f.Le:,- and 
·, 
modulus all increase :in going from 0° to: 90° .-
_t.:fon j(s :s:hown i_ri t~able .II+ and Figs. ,9 and.· to. 
-
The effec:t -o·.f orient·:a:-. . 
.. ·. . ,- · .... · .- .. · -
XUT· ·tei:npe_r· ,artd offers an "in.teresting- poss-ibility 0£: .impr-.c,ve.d- se:t\r:ice· 
·pe:t'·formance, particularl.y with respect ·to· ini.t.ia:1 yi.-elding-. ,....~-·. I \ 
15 
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Effect of Thickness: 
------ ---~------------ ----·---
-- - - --
___ --~----- -- ----~ ~-·--··------·-·--'"'------
----r·---------·-- .----·---· - --~·----·-...:.....-..:...=•••-•·-•.~•,•-·•·-•__,__,,..--~.--• • ••-.--. -- -- -~ ~---- - -------------- ~~--~--- -"!-,- -·----------- •• - -- ---
i-· -----
--- ----
-- -- ----
The variation in prop·ert.ies c.-aused b.y a· -change in thiJckness 
d·oes not appear to be pro.nounced ~ A study qf the inftu1~n-ce-of thick- ____ . 
~ ~-·-- .. -- ---·· ·-··- -.-... _ ...... ,. --· ·- ··----·-········· -· ................. -- .. -·· ·-· ·····--·· --·- ··-- __,. ••. --- l• . - ·~--- .--·-- ______ ., ..:....;---- • ..,,...!..,,.-·--"-..,,··':":··,----· .. ·-- ... ,, ....... ~--·-
- . ' 
same amount of ··told work, alloying, and _processtng if a comparison is 
t.·o be made·. The 165 alloy: u.sed in· ·this S:tuqy d·oes not clearly depict 1 
a change in properties with 'deer-easing -thickness,..... ·Th:ere appears to .be 
some increase in s~~ength properties in the: :tlii-nner. -sections, but it: i.:~ ·, 
l 
'! 
. f: ,, 
.. .i.l"-
, .. ~· 
•'.'°," I 
~-· 
-, 
I. 
- ---~-
,, 
~. 
.. ~. 
n't~ither marked nor consistent. This is shown in Figs. 11 and 12. for 
- - - --------------- - ·- -- - -values of 0.2% offset yield strength and tensile strength. 
Comparison with ASTM Data: 
A comparison of the data collected for.this sununary is made 
with that in ASTM Special Technical Publication No. 367 (Reference 1) 
in Table IV. Values for the 0:0 direction are used for properties 
ge.termined at Lehigh. 
Table IV - Comparison of Lehigh and ASTM Data 
Tensile Oo01% Offset Oo2% Offset 
iStr.ength Yi~ld Strength _X_ield Strength 
ksi ksi ksi 
Modulus of 
Elasticity. 
ksi 
. . . 
:7£'.l:;; 
16 
-· - ...... -· ... --.----.. -·--·--·-···-........ ___ ....... ·····-·-·-.. ··--· - -· - -· .-·--···-,·, .. ~ . . .. . . 1-65 -·Al-loy--H-· Temper 
ASTM 
Lehigh 
105.0 
108.7 
25 Alloy H Temper 
ASTM 
Lehigh 
115.0 
165 Alloy HT Temper 
ASTM 179 0 t 
68.2 
76 ... 4 
·.6·.3.· ·9·.·. 
..... _ .. '. . 
.77·.4· 
12.8 •. 3 
------ - ~- -------- --- ----·--------- - --------=----
·-· ·-· ·----- ·-·--~~-~-'---.... ·. -- .... --·-···-·Lefiigh·-·----180 o 0 
---2·s-·AI1oy. HT Temper 
ASIM . _ .2.09 CJ 9 · 145· 2· :· 
. . . . •.. 
~------------ ------· - -- ---- __ __...,,._4_-_ -- - ----------
--------···-···----··--····--·· 
- -•- ····--·-------
. 
97.06 
104.06 
1.06.:5 
1.0:3· •. Q .
.. ::.._:_ 
162.0 
16. 2_ j( -1·()3 
.l.6:o4 
16-.-:5: 
15 .:6-
,::7· ,, ·6' J,;.. • .. 
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----·-· -._ - ·,-----·- ·--~ .. ~----·-·----·-: .. ~ . - - -----r---- . 
15 •. 7 
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17-.3 
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t.:~st_ing are shown in Figs. 24 t:o 35·_. 
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--- ·--, .\ 
5· •. 6 
6:. 0. 
5 •• I-
·-5··· ... 5·. 
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Bending Behavior 
Procedure: 
Bend tests were performed on a Torsion-Load-Bend Tester Model 
- ( 
No. 31-8 (see Fig. 13) m~ufactured by Testing ~chines, Inc., Mineola, 
New York. Operation of the machine was as follows: 
1. Prepare specimen - general size was 5/8'' wide by 
2-1/2" long •. 
2. 1nsert ~pec.l.Dleri in unit, tighten right,-hand grip, 
'.~-dJµ,$:t -:tes·t 1:·engtJ:1 'to 1./2-'' :by presaing .floating 
_gt·ip: a·gain~'.t 1../2:,a~ _gag_e. b·lo._ck: ~nd. tightenin.g le.ft-.-
-- ··- -- - - -~ .. -----·- - -- ·- ·---- ---~-- - -- --- -- ----- --
-·- - ---·---------- ·-·--·-·.·-------- - - - - ·- - - ..... ---- ___ , ___ ·--- .. -· 
h.and gripo - - - --··· - . - - -- - --- -- . - - - ~ - -· 
- 3. 
--'· Balance system to a zero .r.~.a:qing· O'f .50 o.n tl\e Jtllll 
' -- . 
indicat9r gage by turnf:r1g the ·knob wh·(ich b·end,s the 
. I 
\ ·specimen and :·adjus'i: dia.l gage to the new zero·. 
·4. 
.Apply weight along the le_pg_th of the rnom~n~ arm. and 
·bend the specimen to b_a.lartce the ap·plte.d moment.o 
., 5-. :Read bend angle from the dia~ g~,g_·Ef_.. · i," . 
------·--·-····---- --- . --.------~-· -·--- .. ---~---.. ____ : ... ~-·-- - - -·-· 
:,q., .C'ompute stress-strain :b.eh-avior of th.e· ._lilat·_Eftia.l .. ·fr.om 
_ ••--;:--·---.• .. ,,_,_ - •h••-••••·--•-• ••• -·--- ·--- - ·-·-•••••••- '-- ---, N-•••.,~. -----••"•-- • ·-,-·-~ • --. -; ·- • •••--,-~··---•••.,,-• .:..," -· •-,·---·-~---·--·-··----------- ." 
0 
--•.• :-· • •-, --•·•- .---•--•-•··-·~·~-- ..... ' . -;·-••• •• --•·- •••---••• •••••• -
t·he applied moment's ancl bend ang_l_es'c. 
M9\1ie11t. ·ver·sus strain behavior was. cort1p11t:.ed ··from· :t:lJe. ~t.e:lation: 
E = aH 
-2t 
-- - - -·---·-· - - - ·-. ~ ------ ·=-- ·- - - -· ........ 
• ,.· .. • ••·•--• -·-·-·- ·---•-•· • • --.·--•-r·--·-·· - - -·•-·· ···••••·-~--•.•---·•·--·-•----···-- • 
··--····.:·- - --- ·-· ',.' . . - · .... ·-.. ·.• .- , .. I •. 
I, 
.. , 
., .. --· . --·.-.... 
- -- ··•·-·- -
.a = 
. '.• 
.... : 
r 
L = arc length in. 
A creep- like behavior was discovered in bend te$ting the 
- - ... · .. -~--- ---
I 
I. 
:_i.·. ' .•• 1 • 
. . . . . - - - .... -- ·- ·----·- - ... --- -- ·--~----·- -·-· . ··--- ........ .. . ·-- - . -
... ..... ·--·--······- ·---· -··-·-·· --~------·-··-··-·----- ........... ---- .... --··---·· -···--·-- ---- ---------··--· - ___ ........ ___ ... _____________ ·-·----···--------···--··---·.·········--·--··---·-·-·~-~~·~-.---·--·-·---···9·----------·-·----- -·-. ·-· _ _, ....... . 
.:·~ 
... 
• 1a· 
·~ 
. .. 
copper-beryllium in the plastic range. It was necessary to readjust the 
, .. 
bend angle for some interval of time in order to reach a state of equili-
brium between mome.nt _ and .str-ain. - -Th.e t.ime- -interval fer_ readjustment was 
a function of-the moment applied; greater moments required more time and 
• 
adjustment to reach equilibrium. 
Influence of Alloy: 
The effect upon moment versus strain behavior when the beryllium . 
·c"o.nt:·ent is varied is shown in Figs. 14 and 15. The result is a· shift of. 
I 
t.he curve upward· so t.hat the moment carrying capacity is increased ·-with: . . . .. · . f .,. . . . . .. 
higher beryllium .conte.nt. 
Influence of Thermal Treatment: 
- -_ -.- -- -- -- "'": . - -··· - ·--- -----·-------------·- -·--- ----· --- --··--------- -·---· - .... '--·-·- - --------·-. -------------- - --- --- . --·- --- ·-·-- -
The moment supporting capacity of copper--b~r1flliµm ::1-s. gteatl.y 
~Jihance_d by precipitation h:ar.d-ening. a_s: ev:t.¢1. .. et1,ced.- by· :Fl_g.: 16·. 
·E:ffect of Orientation: 
tet-hap.s. the- :mqst; ._i.llipo'rtant point to be .. r~:ali·zied :from t-he s.:tudy 
\.• 
I 
_;J, 
Ani-sotroJ>Y was: exl1.ihited- ·in :~_ension testi_:ng :and it :w.a$ :~ons-i·d~red. that: :a 
· . .. . 
s,imi.la:r sit:u:ation :wouJd .. ~:xist fo:. bending.: :~11., a subsequent sect.io·n, of 
• 
·t.h:is· thesis wnich d.es:c)t'ibe.s: correlation of a·ctual and theoretical bend 
, 
. 
·. behavior, ,th~e 'est·imate:d mom~nt c-arrying capacity is discussed., but _it __ 
will be··--sh.o:wn ·th·at the degre:e of difference du_e to otien.tat.ion· .is _gre_.a1:e:~ 
-
' . . , 
from actual- bend tests. The effect of ortenta:tio.n .-,is· shown in Fi_gs. 17 
"' " , , •• +,- v··--• • ,- , '" , .. •,.," •·· ' • . ,,, " .. . ~., ...... ,. ... ' ... -,. '. ,,.,,,, . ., ............. , ',• •. ,-'' -.----~--- ------- ---··· 
,...----·- --- --·. •• •"+•'- ----·------·-------·-···----···-··· 
.an·d ta·. Aclditional moment ver~_µs_ str·ail;l. ,curves· ·ar-e -shown in F.igs. 36. · 
:f an:d~ ·39 .• 
Effect 6£ tre-stress: \), 
, . 
. 
Increased moment . c_~r~_ying_ <:@ .. ac it}L .can.--he---a-f-£eet·e-d-oy-pre~--
-~-----
., 
--~ --
-----·~---+ 
,, 
' -·--------- -· -·--· •.. ,. ···- ·-- ··--- ....... _ .... - ,,-··--·-···----~·-----····- ---······ ··--··-·-·· •·--· ···---···-···--·-··-·---~----,--· .. ___ ._ .......... ----·-...... ,--------····--·-··----·· ----- - - '.. -·-
. --·. ··-·····---...... ··-··---- -.. ·- -····· ····- .. -- -- -- ---· ... -·· .... _\ ____ .. - ·- -- . ·······-----...i-r-··--·---------. ---···-·'"" ··-··-·· ......... ,. .. ---
. '·--··----
-~ 
,.. 
....... ..:__·:· __ -··--··· _ ..... ·····------- -
:, 
·~· 
. ..,, 
- .. , . ..,. 
stressing the material. Specimens were pre-stressed in the bend test 
... . 
unit to produce approximately 0.005" strain and tested. The influence 
of pr~e~stress upon bend hkhavior is sl1own in Fig. 19. 
Electrical Conductivit~ 
: Volume resistivity measurements were made upon copper-beryllium 
strip utilizing' a Kelvin-type double ·bridge. The resistance· obtained 
was· e·q,u·c$ted t:c>" .the. res:-ist.ance of ~nnealed copper in ord.er· t.hat it might 
·"p,e: ex.p.res.sJ~d as: p:erc~~1t e,:Je.c:t:ri:¢a.1 .conductivity. Nert~ in Tabte V that 
.or orientation. 
Table V - Selected Measurements of Electrical Conductivity 
I 19 
·,. 
--------------- . ---------------
Alloy and Temper 
25XH 
2·5H. 
:165XH 
.165H .. 
Thickness 
0. 026" 
0. 026" 
0 • .026:'' 
.0 •. 021 '' 
.o .• 02-1 '' 
0,.021'' 
. ~ . ·' . 
.. 
Direction 
oo 
45° 
.goo 
oo 
45° 
90° 
E lee I> Conduct i-
vit;x % !ACS 
15 I> 4 
15 0. 0 
1~!2 
is·· ·:-.!S- .. 
ts .,4 · 
15:o:·4 
·16. I. 
~~----~-~-------- --- ..... --~ ·•· 
. _ _ ___ Q ~-Q,2 lf' 
0 0013" 
0.013" 
00013" 
90° 
90° 
1·6.sH: 
. - ,• .. '. , .. 
165:H 
... _, ____ , . ......_ .. ~ .... ·,.....,.....,..--.,~-·-- ....... ...- ........... ,~• - .-~- . 
·- .. A--·--- 1-65H 
,. .. 
0. 005 "_ .. ~1·1, ·: 
Clo 005" 
-- -- ·-
• oo 
. -45° 
·9_0~·: 
Q·.o 
9(jP· 
l60:9 
16., •. a--
16. s: 
. . .. •: •. ' .. 
16. 2, -·-··--····-:::.:;--···· 
l.6'. .• ;5· 
' ..... , ........ ~ .. ,,. . ., ... , ··-,,.,..... .... ,~.-·• '·' .''·"".,-···••••..,., ... •· .. ..,. · ,._, ·-·····';-:·,·•· •:·., ·•"'•.-:--:~·-·· -· ·· ~,r·-.,~-·-~·-·0:•i•·-1•.•• ..• , .•.•.•.. , .... ;,,'"",._:·.·.-v-. ,., ... .-. ..... , .. .,." , ~ •• ,-..,.,,•. --, ...... , ..... . 
.. · o-. oo~~~---=-·-· -·-·-
o-.• 002" 
------ - ------- -- - --- -
-00 .. 
90° 
-·-"-~ 
:.....:.c..1 . ....... 6.._. --s-· -- --·--------- ----.-=-=---=---=--·· · _ ---~=-~-----
16·. 6· 
- -· ---- - - - ---- - --- ... ~-- ---- , __ -- ----------~------- .. ------------~-~· ---· 
,. 
, I 
r·. . . --· -· • 
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Correlation of Tensile and Bend Data :., ,ii! l ,. 
Prediction of Bending 13ehavior from Tensile Data: 
The tensile properties if known. can serve as a basis for the· 
·:pr~d-,j.:ction of moment carrying capacity vs. strain and radius· of curva-
,. 
. 
. 
-tu:re~ ____ AP,_alysis for nonhomogeneous material can be carried out, how-
ever, the inhomogeneity must be described in det11. Tensile tests 
do_ no_t_ provide data on inhomo,g~p~J.ty. = 
Another factor ·to be :~on.sidered is the width of the strip .• 
Experimental evidence (see Fig. 20} indicates that the strip in bending 
behaved as a P.late, not a beam • 
. Also, the ~ensile tests were c·onduc:t.·e.d .on .stri.p., :n.ot :rou~d 
--t,·ar. - Stress-strain c:.urves for strip are t1ot .nec=ess.l:lr.j:ly: ::iclent:i.cal with 
\. 
:str.ess-strain curve.s: :for round tensile rod.s .• . ). 
J·' 
moment of bending was 
where 
.: 
expressed as -
rt/2. . 
M = 5· b Pt 0-(~) d~ 
-K/1. 
M is the ·moment 
.,.. 
width 
.. 
. , 
distance.· fr·om a line '.through the ·center 
(see Fig. 23) 
20 
·· - - · _:_: ~-stress at the distance { ... . _ -·· ... · ....... , , .. .,,.::. ..... --'·-~·~ ..• , .. ,_:":: , •. ,- .. ,,,--::·•·r.·,-.;~_ ..•... ., ..... ,.. 
·····, ........ ,,, -·- ....... ·--~----~-..... _. __ ·_ .. _.,,,, ___ . , .-.-. -. ~- ,... - • .-••. • 1•,-,.,.,, •\;"~-"t'•,·-·· •...•.••.•. ; .. ·:> · ·-.,.-.,. ·~ ... :,. .•.. _., •• , "' •. , ... -·: -~-' 
. '· ·cc-... - ........................ ,..,-... .,_. ........ , .............. ,. ,.··· , .... ,. ·• .... , ···""· ., ..... ,, .......... , .... . 
t .! 
I I _,. 
.. 
H the height of the strip 
For constant width the value of h can be pulled 
outside of the integral. 
-.-,·· ~--
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On bending it is.assumed that planes normal to the neutral 
axes remain plain. The stra~n is proportional to the distance (h) from 
the neutral axes 
:(2) 
where 
· f O is the .Strain at the outer fiber under tension. 
It was shown that if C0 , is not to exceed the elastic litnl_t· 
for the material, :th·.en· the maximum load carrying capacity is -
\V\ :: (3) 
where 
) (Jo is th·e yield str:~s.s in tensfo11 .• 
If the mat~ria.1. _i _ _a -assumed_. to be :~n- elastic- perfectly 
• pl:astic material, the moment carrying capacity can not exceed: 
·{:4=), 
• 
·Th:e ra_p:i_llS of curv~ture of the str'ip: is 
P= H -4-Eo 
.. 
:NUllle,r-icat Evaluation - Computer Program:-
·rhe stress -as a function of strain 1-~ give.rt, ·f9t tension b.,y-
- •-
•" "" 
a -F:Js:e. :2 to 10. When bending. a strip -.intq· t;he. plastic range, th1e strain. 
is expressed a$ a function o·f -(h) ·through. Equation (2). One then can I 
I. . : 
Numerical integration for any fun~tion a(€) given by the t'ens . .il.e-
s.tress~str.ai.n-.. c.ur ... ve -ean--be. do.ne-- on .. a, compUt-e-r-.--(s-ee Tab le v·r.) 
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TABLE ·v1 - Computer Program - Relation to Prediction of 
·1 .. Moment vs. Strain Curves 
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Predicted versus Actual Bending Behavior: 
-· The effect of ·alloying, cold work, heat treatment and direction .... 
.ality, on moment vs.--·strain in bending is qualitatively the same as on the 
---behavior in tensile stress-strain r.elatiens.--- ---Even·the~aelayifd--cfe-:formation 
in the plastic range was found in both tension and bending.- When the 
bending behavior is predicted from ~tress-strain relations, ~firough 
' E.q·: .• (lb), a discrepancy from actua·1 moment vs. strain data· is evident. 
The difference in behavior 'between_ specimens taken 0° to the rolling 
ti 
direction and 90° to th·e r.o:l:tiI\g: dtr:ectib:11 is II11Jch more pronouqced in 
actual bend testing~ 
Discussion: 
Inhomogeneity .. The spread of bet1din:g .. moment vs. stra_in, with 
c:dfrection as a parameter, is actually wide.r th:a.n the predicted spread .. 
-lt': o:ne postulates that the·· surface behave·~- :d·if.ferently in pure tens.-io:n 
·than the interior, t:J~i:s s:p:tead: c .. ati lre explainedo Th.e t.eAsil·e test data 
.. 
is average] for the ~nt::ite cross•sectio11. the role :of the surface in 
J:,:ending is much .mor·e prono·unced than the tol.e ··<>f_ the interior o Bending. 
:therefore is.more sensitive to the s~rface propert;i.es tpan tensile test- __ .--'-"_--,---
--·-- ·-----·· -·--·~.-------
.ing, thence the actual difference in ben·d}t;1.g is larger than what is pr·e~ . ' 
dic-ted, based on average properties of a rtonhomogeneous material o 
' 
·~ Loading and Reloading, the Plastic Range - When a strip is bent,· 
·-
... ~ .. - ., . . . -·- .. -
-----··---·-·· 
·: ·: e~tire~y in the elastic rang,e, ·. and·-Ho-oks law £.or the ... st.r.ess strain-.-:re_;~---
lations p-revails, the st+ess at the outer surface is expressed by 
bM 
bt~ 
' 
. - ··-------·- ~ " 
(6a) 
- . 
--.--··· .,. 
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The relation of moment (M) to stress at.the outer fiber (S) 
is- linear and the spring acts in an elastic manner. Furthermore,. the· 
~ stress at any distance (h) from the neutral . . axes· 1.s 
h 
-- ------~·. -~· ·-------
0 5 -- ,.., H 
.(7:} 
When the s.tri·p is loaded into t:h.e plastic range} . .tl)e st'tes.s, 
,.,, 
iQi:a:tr-ibution in the strip is no !o:n.ge·t .linear (see Fig. 2-3a). the 
mo.m~_~t v.s.o .str.ain ·is expressed b_,y- eith~:,; E_q. (la) or (lb);o On release 
· o_f' tl1e· load :the strip retains. ~.ome p_ennanent set curva.tu.r·e.· .and some 
-
-te,s.t--dual stresses (see Fig·s:o: 2-3b). 
On reloading the: stress at tlte o.lft.e.r :t:tb_ers w'itl c':h·a·Ilg_e 
L-ine_ar.l.Y \tti.th curvature.. On the convex sicie the str¢s::s _wJ~ll _start fron1: 
:ne_gative up to yiel.-d in tension. The range will be lar-ger... :Mome;nt-s: 
high.er :than th·os:e limited by Eq. (3). , .. meant for the :ela.$t:ic i;-a.~g't~ ,c,··nly.,-
c·an. ::be·. visual'izedo The moment VSo strain curve wilI. :be 1-fnea•r .and the-
·- ·- . . 
s-t:r.i:p -wi.1.1 behave in an elas·tic manner. However, the stre.s~. d·is·tt:i,'bu ... 
tion through the thickness will not be linearo The s:tress at ,. the outer . .· . '. - . ·- . 
-· ' ... ' .... :. -... 
{6J.1.) 
t ·.' 
,, 
'R< .. ' 
-· •". ·:-. -
.. ---
... 
--- ----
Residual stress.es.-are thus utilized ·to ex:te.ri'd· the s.erv.i:e·:e of' 
. -. ,• 
---. -.- ~ 
-
.. 
.. a. ·spr.ing .to -high.er moment ,ca-rrying cap·acities-~ 
. . . 
-· 
• • - - : • -•·.- '"'"'.'0'A",, '" ._ ......... , ... ,•--•••--•• ,• ---- • 
Time Effects - The copper-beryllium alloys ·tes_ted exhibit a. 
delayed response to load, when reaching the plastic range. This was 
found in tensile tests and in bend testing. The ph_enomena should b-e 
studied further if the, plastic range and residual stresses are invo.1-ved· .:. 
--- - - --~----------
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PHASE II - STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 
The results of the _mechanical property inve.stigation· ·o_·'f rolled 
copper-beryllium alloy strip reveal a marked degree of anisotropy as---
... 
the angle between, the· _specimen axis and t·he rolling direction is 
irtcreasedo In ge_n~ral anisotropy of mechanical pr.operties is attri-
buted to eith.er· impu-r.lt-y _fibering and/or crystallographic texturingo ~ 
- ··- - - - . - -·-·· ·-· -- . 
- ·- . -· -· 
:In the former ins·o:luble phases ·are strung out by virtue of the fabrl-
.catin.g ·te-c:hni.q~ie:. In. the la-t .. t._e.r inst·ance preferred o,r.ientatio.n o-t 
... :.,,. ·-· -: ... -·. . 
o~r ,other treatments-. If ,a. :single crystal of· the mate.ri.al i·s aniso.-
·trp,J;liCj it might be ·.expect~d t:hijt_ ·th~ meta:l ~,s a wb,p.l~: .woulci p.o_s s:·e::$·s: 
In .o.rder to a:s·s:es,s whether, impur.ity· fibering or cr_ys.t;.allpgr-a_p_.hi_c 
< 
t·exture was influentfal in- affecting the mec~anical pro:pert:·ie·s., stud-ie:S-
w·ere made of th~ micros·tru-cture on the metallogr.·aph :and :of the textur:e-: 
by X-ray· diffraction-o .: :The nature -ancl--·-e·xtent o,f ·pre::fe-r_red orientatiQn.-
can ·bJ~ r:e·presented b.y .a po.le .figure which i.s .a stereographic pro_je.ct·ion 
showing the variation -in density of normcals. to: :a particula_r ~:e:,t:::_9-f 
crystallographic i hk~ I plane·s •. Th_e .family of lattiGe planes cho·s.ert. 
-- ·-·----·-· -··· 
.... 
for this -study is the (111_) plane f.o.r. copper-base face-centered cubtc 
alloys • .... 
General Procedure 
·. ~,. 
.- - .. ;.~ •• • ... • .•• •" •,. ·> ,. "'" ,,.,,.,, ..• '" •. ,, ----~-.--,·." ... _;_,. ,,,, ,•, •' r,.,· .• .,. • -.-·,: : ...... . ... , !~.' .. ( . • • 
Metallography: 
. 
Samples of 165 alloy ·in the A, AT, H, HT, XH and XHT con-
ditions were mounted to·· exhibit longitudinal, plan and cross-sectional 
views.. These were polished and examined unetched to determine the 
.extent if any of impur-i.ty fibering. Samples were etched in a 50/50 
. ...... ___________ __, 
-' 
__ • __ 'f.; .. ~- -·· ..... 
" .. ••• ..... •',.~ J .................... ...... 
~ .. .-- ... 
. +-~ ------ . ---....----0-----· --
•·i 
. . ,... ...., .. 
.. 
' I 
.. 
/· 
., ' 
·Etch·ing_ .. t·iipes :v,arc.ied. from 2 seconds for , ' - . . . ,. .. 
·the 75% cold redu:ced: XHT mater.ial -:to 60:. sec:onds for the recrystallized 
"A" materiat. Ph·otographs were ·t-ake.n .. at--~agnifications o.f 2-50, 500, 
a~d 1000 diameters lo show details.of the structure and.influence of .. . ... -. . . . . 
. . 
:cq,l.d wo_r.k upo.ri.. -grain. ;g~ometlf:y a:nd precipitation l?etiavj.o.r. Example.s o:.f 
t;:.ex¢ure gon:i.ometei; . .I<.ristallofl~x __ IV_ X-·ray- uni:t'l a propt)rt:ional rad-ia~, 
t:i-on co,u11t~-r., .at1d -a Kompensograph. po~,ettt·iomet~-r- ·record¢~:.• .M ov.eral1 
v·,tew o;f the :eqtl'i=pment is shown- in Fi_g_. 40: and ca:' cJqs,e--1.1p -of· the t:extur·e, 
·go,riiometer in- Fig o 41 o The pole figure.$, w.hlch were· det·ermined. ftotn· the 
d~at~' ~re .g:i.ven in Figs·. 56~60:. ·· t_he tec.hnique• us_ed -c·ort·S·i-s·ted· of a ·mod.i~ 
f:i·ed v·e:r_sion ·of the Schu:l:t·z t·e.fle·ction. •me·tboq-. an:d transmis.s io.n. stµ.die-s 
pol~ figµte=s_ are ·given is indicated in 'i'a·ble VII. 
~-
- : ··. 
Material 
165A 
165H 
165Xij 
165XH 
165XHT 
---
Tab le VII - Program of Pole Figures 
~--- -
Surface 
••• - --" -·. ~ - .- ·- • -+. 
~urface 
· Sur{ace 
Center 
Surface 
-• • H•• a 
-- .-Technique 
Reflection and Trans. 
•· ... - . '- . . . 
Reflection and Trans. 
Reflection and Trans. 
Reflection and Trans. 
Reflection 
... , 
. \ 
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Samples approiimately·· l 3/8 x 1 11·2 :inches were cut. from the . I 
s~rip material. Cleaning·cqn~isted of a ten- second etch in a solution 
of: 
....... 
lOO·ml 
the s·tu·qy upon the c·ente·.r ·of the strip and all :bf the trans-
.. mi.ss.:ion WO:]:'.,k required that tJre samp:l.es 'be thinned. l.T.h'is was accomplished 
·H2;0 
---
HC.l. -~}~ 
·.f 
.1-:)'5' :ml 
45 ml 
--
:9{). ·ml 
... _ JO ml· 
Specimen thickness after thinning was, oo·.~·-002·2 t-o .. 0 .0025 inches:. 
Best results wei;e .obtained by· m.~sking one S'id·~:. wi:tJl c·el.lophane tape~ 
. . and positioning the saiµ:p_le :horizont,:rlly in the ·ac,id :solution. 
·X\-t·:ay· unl.t '~d a·:s·s:ure th~t r:·e·ptodu:c:·ib.le· r~$Ult·~: we:re being :Op.t·a:l.necl,.' :one: ~~ 
.· 
~ 
f 
-
set· p_f opet-ating :c.qndi-tions wa's us~d. 'throughout ~or·, f(he: ·re.f:lection. e_~:pet·:f ... : 
.•. 
mertts. A, s-t:artq.ard set was· ai·~o u·sed for the. -transmi.ss.ion wo,rlt whic·h, re-
.. 
. 
.qui~~:_4: a.oJ_u·stment in oper:ating settings, spe:ed -an·d count rateo Qper.at . .:tn_g. 
conditions of the X-ray equipment are given in Table VIIIo 
Table VIII - Texture Goniometer Operating Conditions 
for Pole Figure Analysis 
Radiation: Moly K a (weighted}-; Zirconium filtered Power: 40 Kv at 18 m.a. 
Beam Aperature: ~ · 2 nnn by 0.8 nnn(2nnn by,lnun for transmission) 
.. Detector Aperature: ·4 'n1IIl by 4 mm ~:(4m by· 61tini' for transmiss i-on) .. ---Detector Voltage: 1860 v 
Detector: Proportional.counter 
Attenuation: 40 v 
Chart Speed: 1 cm/min (4cm/min. transmission) Statistical Error: 2 
· 
-~ Count Rate: 1 x 104 (1 x 105 transmission) Scan Rate: 1/2°/min. (36°/min. transmission) Spiral Diameter: 5° /revolution Bragg angle = 28 = 19: •. 8=~ • •• I 
: • ..._ .. _ # -
" 
·~-· 
' ' -- ---- -
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Du.ring the operation 'of· the texture goniometer the inte~nsity 
' 
of diff~action from (111) planes varied as the azimuthal and inclination 
angles were changed. The intensity variation was detected by a proportioni!-
al counter and recorded on a strip chart of the. Kompensograph. Intens,i.ty 
~ 
. ~ 
levels were marked off on a chart and the. angular positions where the 
J 
traced curve ·inter.sect·s t·he levels were .d_etermined. The~e points. r~epre~ J 
senting r·etat·:i.ve i:nt·e-nsd .. ti.e.s were .. J?lo:tt.ed. 9.v.e.r· ·a 'f;:Piral pole, f:igti.re. blank. 
E:qual ·.tn·t··ensfty po-.i.n~-s- we·r·e -cdJ1t1.ec.teq. to. form the cdt1tou-t tines .. o:f the 
'' 
pole;.:tigur.e; .) 
~-----~--~ -~-The numbers of the contoµ:1; llne.~ ·x.e-p·r--Efs::.e;nt: te'-i-at:i:.ve int·e"r1.s·i ties: 
for the operating conditions as :describ.ea·~: 
' 
. , 
A region- of ··overlap was olJtaJneq. 
GOrr~pt:ion_ ctftv,e-$ .f:or· the: :re £le.ct io.n me t,hod i-n th'iS:· -reg.ion.,_: :a ,normal i .. z.·c1t ion 
:, 
was: :_pe·rfor.med: which ·allow.e.ci the: r:e:lative i-nte·ns-ities: of· b.oth .met·hod.s to :be 
. I. 
expressed in the same :.u_n:iJ:-.s .. • 
Microstructures ; :,. i 
he. in tl:l.e serts·e ·that. inst.·ead of. there being ·continuous .stringe:rs · of in.:. 
·t;olubles .s:ueh :as those in v{r9ught ferrous materi,il~ tb~.~:·e .. ar~- :s_tt::i.ng·s o:f; 
.ro.und·ed. _p .. arttcl·~:s. - Wh·~11 the particles occur ·in g.tain. hou:n:c;la:rie·~t the: 
cl.ti<:.t,ility and frac·t.ur·e strength will be_ re_duced. 
The effect of c·old we-rk upon --grain geometry .i_s: s:how.n: in .. figs.-.·. 4·3-46 .. -. 
. •· . . . . . . . - - . . . .. ' .. -~· . " ... ' .. .,., . 
.. , ... '"' .............. .,.,. -· - -· -- . : . ... --'· ..... ,... .... . .... , .. ~ .. ' 
There is a departure from an equiaxed grain to a elongated grain with in-
creasing amounts of cold work. In Fig. 45 some evidence of the develop-
ment of a· deformation band structure with cold work is indicated in the 
heavily etched structure of the surface. Effects from the defonnation 
• :-·· •• ·!• ., 
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·:can· be observed in an examination of tn.e ·.microstructures. ·of the precipita-
, 
~ 
•: - ,.A\ •• """'-,) ti'on hardened A.material ... :,tt Geisler, Mcalle.ry and Steigert (~O) have· noted 
that precJ.pitation of the equilibrium r phase will .occur on (111) -planes 
in the grain matr .. ix when the material has· been cold worked. ln the 
solution treated and precipitation hardened structure of F·igs .• 4·7 and 48 
·most C>.~ the precipitate occurs at the grain. b.o.undarie~. i11. the absence ~f: 
.co:lo.. ·wor·k. In the HT and XHT structures '~hown i"n Figs. 4:9-51 parallel 
4. 
l:.irtes of precipitate cart be seen crossing the individual. gr·ains o In the: 
HT materi-al gro:t,1:ps o::E .. lines cff· pr.ec-i:pitate are not as ~~J-l. d~fi11ed :.·no:t. cl:'$· 
•-
. - ~ - -. 
preferentially oriente:d. as t:t1 t:h·~ .. XHT· structures.. Th·e l:i.11e.s: of. p .. r.ecipt:~ 
t~te cros$i_:µg t:he_. grains ·perpendicu:lar to the ro·ll::i.ng d'.fr·ection shown.. in 
Figs. 50 an.d 51 ril~t:k wh.er:e ·,pr·ecipitate on (llJ) pl~p.es of the matrix 
meets the s.urfac:e. ·o . .f the $trip.: The angul.arit.y -of.·· t'h:e (111) planes ·to 
.normals to these planes· cand: ~-- 11:0.i;pta.l t_o the strip c·o:i.ttcid,es with t~he 
angular r.artg:e of high intens.ity,· ·pcYle-s shown in the centr-al .portion_s .-of. 
the pole fi:gures. The degree oJ '.pt:eferred orientation occurring With 
d.efarmat.~pn can be,, followed.. :by :a ·study of these long.itudinal crq.ss-
:seqtio.p;al views o The mor·e acut.e :deformation of tlJ/e. ,g.riji,tl,s :n'e.~-r the 
surface is shown in Fig-. 55. 
Texture Analysis· 
copper reveal that the texture which is formed upon cold deformation 
changes with alloying from that characteristic of· pu·re copper to one with 
the (110) plane in the plane of the sheet or strip and a (11~ direction 
parallel to the rolling direction~ It appears to be true for the copper-
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/" 
·beryllium alloy 165 used in .. this inves_,tigation that there is a transition 
I 
toward the E,110)(112)-texture with increasing amounts of cold work. 
. 
The· pole figure o.f the recrystallized material (165A) shown irt Fig. ~·6 
is similar in form to the cold worked textures except that the intensity 
levels are lower~ . De-scriptively it might be termed a weak mixture of l, 110~ 
(112) and f 112} <111) • Wilson and Brick (14) found that 70/30 brass 
recrystallized into a text.ure :simila:r J:.o tl:i?t :~xisting af:t.er cold work if 
tempera'ture •. There may· j:;-e: s···otne ~emblance ·o.t that _beh11vior in this ·instance . 
as the solution treati.I\g temperature is 500·0 .. to· 600°F above t'.he, recrystalliza- · 
,'The pole figure ·fo:f- the 165H material (3'7%: q.old. reduced) pcfssesses 
regions of high inten~ity .of· (111) poles approx:ima·t-eLy 2-5° out from ·tve·: 
center of the pole· ·f:igure. along the rolling, ,direction axiso Th.'s · is shown 
( 
;,·. .F • . C 7 
.: :J.Il .. ·lg... ·µ,. 11 There app~a,rs to' be a: parallel:1sm between this figure 
a:nd that for some of the he;1vily cpld ~orked face-center~ c bic elemental 
m.et·aJs 11otably copper and alumin.-um (12.,2.:1)-.o. Vnfortunately, there has been: 
:SbJne: disagreement as to :wh·~t ·s.e·t ,o·f d·e.finitive numb.er$' ·be·s;.t describes th·j;~ 
type, of texture. A de·sctiption which has. been in use is· fhat it: l·s a tni:x:.~ .. 
·- -- - --
tUr e of 'f 116! <112) and l 11~ <n1) • Others (22) have claimed that tt· ·is 
~de up of four elements of~ 1461 (2ll) , wh.ile another (23) claims that 
::.· ,"· ··---··•-..·--...-,...:.._._......-. ·-""'~~-11351 <211). texture which best accounts for the peaks t~~ are 
\, 
position~d 25° from th~ center. In earlier attempts to account for the 
25° peaks the orienta~ion was described as being ( 1231 (412) (21). 
The lack of a concrete description for the general type of texture some-
.what complicates providing a designation for this .study. It can be con-
... ·,":" 
\, . 
-----~--
-· 
. 
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s idered to be a .t:r.ans.:ftf·on te:2tt\i.:te ·en_toiite :to_: a ·more·.: .st-able [110)(112) 
orientation. _, 
The texture of th·e s·trip which was ¢_crl.cl wor·ked, 7·5% (165XH,- Fig. 58) 
-
c··an be described-,in 'terms of ideal orientations as a nearly full developed 
f 11ol (112) plus a minor component of £ uij, + fibre direction. The 
texture found on the surface of the 0.026 inch thick strip persists 
through t.o the center region (Fig. 59) s.-uff·ering only'. some loss in~ 
f 
-ten·ti.lty-. Be low surf ace measurements w·ere made at inte,rme.diat·e d'e,p_th:s 
:hu-t are not presented as they are similar to sur.f-~:c::e,: anq ,¢ie'ii.ter-ci .. The.r:e 
does not appeiir .to ··be ·any dis.c-ernible chan.8~:- "in. -:texture :ftom .the pr·e~·ipit_a~: 
ti,on. hard.ening tre~-.t_tn~_ht ·(J65XHT) as. :Sh:own in· Fig,. -60. 
. . ~ 
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SUMMARY. 
. . ' 
In the H,. XH, HT and XHT tempers the mechanical property behavior 
showed an increase in tensile strength and uiodulus of elasticity for 
specimens taken at 90° to the rolling direction over that obtained at 
32 
0° to the rolling directibn. The tensile strength for the 45. 0 direction 
was intermediate and the modulus was simil.ar to that for the 0° direction .• 
For the solution treated and· cql.d. worked condition the yield stte:ngth 
properties, particularly early yield a~-, 0.01%. :o:f~s:~t, .. shqw :~ d-.ecrease 
as the angle between the s.p~c.imen -~x:Ls· an·d fhe ro::11ing cfire.c,tion is 
increased~ The effect · is more -pron;oµn¢ec:l a·fter 75% ·re.d·uction ·than af.ter: 
37%. After precipitation :hatclening: ·the ·behavior r .. evett:s 1::q. in¢+ea.S:·ing., 
_yield strength with inq.r··~a·.~:ipg .spe·cime.n .an.gi·e·. 
.. . 
Similar behavior was noted by R'i¢:ha.rds. Jtnd· Smith (2),- .R·icha:rds· and: 
Murakawa (5), for copper-ber:yllium strip and by Wash, Cool<,· a.~9 ~lJµ (2:4) 
·- -··- - --·------- for- AIS:l- fype--26-1:--aus-teni-tie s~tai-n-l-e-ss -steel sheet. Walsh et a1 f..ound 
. . ___..· ............... -,, 
that a stress-relief anneal at 600°F to 900°F·, w·as: in- some ins:t··ances 
. . .. . . . . .• . ., . . - . . . -. .... 
~-
effective in inducin_g higher· yield strength in the t:r:aP:sve.r1s.e d.irection • 
.. 
The precipitation harden:i.n.g mechanism complicates th'e· ef.ftitt to study 
( -
'the effect of stress-relieving ___ i~ _-:.pp2_~r-beryllium. It· mus·t- be no· .. ted 
- ... :.. . -· - - - . . .... 
---- ---- - ---· -- -- - -- - -
-- -------- -- ·- ---- -
t:hat highe·r yield strength-a for_ 45° and. 90° angles to the rolling direction 
:. 
exist after treatment at 600°F~ 
The ·modulus ·of-- elast·icity ·for .:tac .. e-·c.etit:er·ed :c·:ub:(c c~:rp-per is gre·a"t·e.$f · 
.7· .. ·- •.••. 
•••,"n•< .. ,<• '• Oo •• <••' •• 0 "••. ' • • • •• •••"· •• •"·'•·.'"•'-' • '• • - o, , .. •,•-· .. ' ''"'""" ••. 0 • .,,.,,.,·.,, ..... -~ .. 1,,•.,. '<"" • ,•, ••• ......... ,_ • ..,.,_;-•• '• '• '•'''·:•• ..... i, ... ,; ,,_;_,,•~·-"'•'''" :•,}'-:·.-;..-•••~'":'"•_"-••• '•'•""""'" :, ,• • ,tHj.•••:•'' o• ' ~ '• ,o,/, • ••• • 
-
.in the (111) direction. The P.ole figure f9r th-e 75.%. cold reduced 
material shows a high density ·of (111) poles on ·th~ J>eriphery in the 
transverse direction. One would expect then that the modulus would be 
4 
highest in the transverse direction which is true for both the XH and XHT 
•.} 
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:tempers. From the same type of consideration one might expect a slightly 
' 
higher modulus in the longitudinal direction for the 165H material. This 
is not the case, however, and from some of the early yield and bend 
.... 
. 
·· results, further( study might be necessary to obtain the ,total behavior 
1 
explanation. 
Fo.r t:he purpose of &:udying a. specimen in tension the rel~~p.n-
~= P/A.Cos A Cos 4' 
t' = shea_:r- .st:t·:es:s 
P ~is the'.' load -~PP 1:L~C::1. 
A is the- ate.a of the slip ·p lan·e 
A is angle between a normal to :t.he s,1.ip. 
direction and the tension ~xis 
is angle between a normal . to the·: slfp, 
plane· and the tension axis 
.-c-an b·e :u~-ed: t.o ~escribe the resolved component of ·she.a.::r,. str'¢$,S Ori .ci· 
'Th·e -orientationa: for :wh·ich th·e· :co--s·i--ne,. . - ·- . . . ·. ·. - . . . . .. -· ' . . ' . 
. . . . --
produ·ct .is the highe-st: would be e.~pected. to: .slip first • 
. < 
..... -
" 
case a.n analysis can be made upon the: s 1:i.p_p_~~n:e~--~of_c_c·a ... Jlt-i;d_ng_ly~__t,.extu~~~d_ ... -,-·"c-c-··"··"-c"·-·c---·--------·-· .... , 
- ------ ·-·-···----------~---······· .. ------,-:.··--· ' 
'' 
----· -·-·-··------··-------··--·----··--···---·-----
--~ " . . . . . . .. . . . . -·· ·' . 
-tnc1terial as if it were a single ctys·ta1. The face-centered cubic 
structure of copper and. it,s --alloys ·h:a~: -fou·r (111) slip planes with -
thr~e. · [:1oi] slip' dire·ctlo,ps pe:r plane. -- -~The XH material .lends itself 
-., .. --.- - --~-·- ----·----- ·- .. --- ---····,, --· .. 
.- ------- -·- -·- ---- --------~-·- .. · _. ___ _ 
_ ,., 
ap.proximated by one ideal orientation. 
The highest resolved shear component occurs· in the 0° ·dire·ct·ion ·for 
the two (111) planes whose poles are located_ approximately 30° ·out from 
the center of the pole figures. Th~ lowest component occur.-s·: in this 
-·· --~ 
.l 
., 
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.· 'f· 
-· ---·-- --- -- --·- -
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./ 
region for the 45° direction. For those (111) planes whose poles lie · 
on the periphery of the pole figure the greatest resolved component 
occurs in the 45° direttion, less in the 0° direction, and least in 
the 90° dfr ..e·.c"tion. A sunnnation of th~ i.ndividual effects results in ·a ~ ' 
r 
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prediction that initial slip would occur mo.st readily in the 0° d!rec.,t:.:i.on," 
next at 45°, and at the highest stress leve'l in the 90° :di·r:ection. This 
is what happens to the precipitation hijrdened material which has been 
:·subject to an eleva.ted ·temperature treatment. Except for the anomaly 
.in the solution ·treate_d cold worked state, the analy:s.is appears to be 
valid. Ari extra behavior pattern appears to "F,e superimposed upon t~ 
·texb.lf~· b.¢h.~v:ior.. ,For example, the disloca.tlon .qonf:j,guration resulting. 
:~r.on:r CO:·L'd w:o:rk.ma.y favor easy slip in fhe transvers:e dlre:ctio.n. ·T.h,e 
energy supplied to th¢ system from the elevat'Jci temperatu.r.e :nu~y con:t;r:i..-
·bu te 'to. .d f~ l 0cat:· i'C>il red is tr i but ion o,r ·anni hi lat io_tl thi1.t w,tc(l:d. p·r c:hno.t'e, 
beh:avior comme:nsurate with the cry s taL lo.g.r·ai:lhic t.ex.tu,r,e.. The· state of 
te.s'i:dual str:ess may have some influence whic·h is er~,~'ed ·~.t· the tempera-
~: 
t;.u::r:~ o.-£-. p.re:~ipitation haraening. ::rtr~: t".:blling .irc.t·ion ptoduc.es compressiv~ 
. . .. ·;, __ ...... ··- -·-' -
:, :,'. --.~= : 
:~tx'·ess p~.rpendicular to the strip ,sur·face and tensile stresses p·arallel __ _ 
to· the rolling direction. That some· unbalance o.f .stresses exists can be 
attested to by t·he fact that longitudinal sp~cimens of the cold worked 
. I 
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__ p:uft~~i~L ar-e riot f lac·_ but __ _tend_ to be bow-ed. 
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-
·The anatysis and correlation for the ·3-7%' re·.dticed material ·.ts ·mor·e ··- ...... 
- .e,emplex-in that the texture is no.t as well defin~_g__!··-·- The additiorial 
element of { ni!, <111) gives a total resolved .CQlilponent that would 
appear to favor slip in the 45 ° 'direct1on and. next in the 90° direction . 
• 
. ,
These results have to be "aYer_agec} in. with the p,ropoI"-ti-on of the texture .... - .. ----~ ~- -- --~ ---- . 
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that is represented by the ( 110} <112) orientation. The spread around 
the combined orientations and variations in intensity, particularly if 
one region appears to be better developed than the others, must be 
consideredo The relatively high density of poles in the central part 
of the pole figure :may be influential in affecting early yield. An 
analy·~·is o.t this t.eg:i.-on :g:iv~.s t.he highest resolved stress in the 0° .. . I 
41r~¢~iori>~ then at 45° artd least in the 90° direction. 
·The ·microstructui-es of the precipitatio.n: harc;le11~d materials show. 
th.a.t th!! .p·re·c-ipitation of .the equilibrium t ph·a:E>~· e>.¢-curs on selected 
(:1.11.) planes. Tlle . influetic.-e of .th'is 1I1ecliani~lm might be, -e~pec·ted ·to 
pr·omQ,te tl\e "same. t:ype of an:l.sott,_opic: yield behavior a::s that of the 
textlit·e.· A .greater impedance.: ·of op:er:at'~ve slip systemij might result in -fl" 
I t-.he tr:ansv.¢:;rse direction be·cause slip ·ha·s: to :_occur ·across planes blocked 
'b.y ·tJ1e, prec.ipitate. ~-rt._. t:h·e lorigitudin~l_ ~P:4 .45·0 d.irections there appear 
. to be. re·gToris ____ thizq.ugl1 which the :s1i_p: planes· can operate before the 
·hto.cked- p_l.~·ne,s are encounter._e.d {$hown: in, F·ig-. S-:3). A more def.init·ive 
.ana-ly:sis 'of d~formation s:ti:'tictures as re-lc$t·ecl _to· .anisotropy ·would I, ,, 
• 
.,(" 
appear to require an inv:.-es.t:i.g·a-tiq'n_ :of· sJ1·c·h features as d,~·s lqca._ttqri _ 
- ···--:· ······:-:·-:···--::· -
-- • -• • • '-• •.• •• a- - ••• - • ••"• -
_ _, . - '·" .. ; ~ -- ,a," .•• --•• 
-··-·- --•-·• • • • • • ••• 
• 
.distribut-io.n, s·tackfn·g fau·lt e.nergy and relative stra-irt nard_e_ni~g r·a·te~ 
' 
-
. 
on active and ·inactive slip ·ptan·e.s all of which are, b~Y.9!1~- th~. -sco_p~ __ of ~-- . " -~--- . - ( ··---~-~-- -
---
this pro_gramo 
--·--· ~------ - ---
-----·----·------·--·--
- - ., ----------- ---
-- ---------'~~-1-.--------- -----nief-~aispari~ty between actual bend behavior and that predicted -from 
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tensile strengths was- irtit:i.cilly believed f"o · result.· from -diff°erences in 
textl!t~ ___ tq.rough __ the. ·ct"~J$s-.section or mic·r-0~_tr~uc:tur·a1 ,heterogeneity. -
. 
_!!'J:'te texture does not markedly change uncle~ the surface toward t·he center 
--
- • --·--
--- • - - 0 •,o•-- - -·---·------- - _________ _ 
of the strip. On this basis, texture change-s,- per se are not· believe·d 
' ·--- • • ·• • I 
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to be wholly responsible fo.·r the ·greater degree of anisotropy. Micro-
structural examination, (Fig.· 5~, showed effects from rolling.near the 
skin of the strip. The grains were thinner, disrupted mo.re, and a 
greater concentration of impurity was positioned near the two surfaces. 
Because bending behavior is quite· dependent· upon the surface skin, 
minor differences assume more importance.. The fine· structure, modest 
t~x-ture changes and di.ff:erences in st.ra_in. :hardening rate with direction 
~.ou:L.d. als.o .be· contrib.uto ..ry.. 
:-•...;· 
·~-
;/. 
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coN91us10NS 
1. The mechanical behavior of heavily cold-worked copper-beryllium 
alloys is quite anisotropic. Differences in yield strength, 
' 
· tensile strength and modulus of elasticity between longitudinal 
and transvers.e sect.ions_ approached 20% in some instances •. 
2·_.. The .d:Lffer.enc·e in actual bend·ing behavior and predicted 
- -- -- . 
~h:av-ier· fron1 tensile ·r·esults .is even more pronounced as 
#.he angle between the rollin·g :d:i.re¢t·ion .. and spec:imen axis is 
increased. S.kin effects: :_ate: ·£~1.t to b·.e .respo~1s ~ble. 
3._ There does a.pp·ear to b.e some basis in fact that cryst:atlographic 
texturing:. and to some .extent impurity fib·eripg are. associated 
with the anisotropy of mechanical pro1>.erties. 
4.: Tlle- modulus of elasticity an~ y"ie.ld ::stre_ttgth. o::f _t.he :pre.cipit~.'-
t:ion hardened XHT (7 5% cold t:"e.-d:uced} mater.ia1 :~gre:e_ 01': a 
:q~alitative basis wit_h :pr·ed.ic·tio.n\. 
:.5-.. :rh.e 1-"!roperties of· tJae 37% col_d :reduced inat.erial,· perha.ps 
•-- -- ·- - - -- --- - ·---~~--~~- --· - ·--- -------·--·· -- --
" because of .the t.~artsitory natu.re .of the texture, -are ·not :.So 
37 
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readily pre·dic=te.d·. · 
6. A more complete correlation of structur.e and texture with 
---------
--·------ ---~ 
mechanical anisotropy would require additional information, 
partic·ularly -that which _might pe gained from a study of the -
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FUTURE WORK 
.. 
While it is .felt that the foregoing investigation has provided 
. •,, further understanding of mechanical and textural behavior of copper-
beryllium, it has not accounted~for all of the behavior patterns 
'wJl,ich occurred. . In particular it has .not accounted for the differ-
ences between the yield stress anisotropy of the .solution treated 
and the aged conditions. A further understanding of this behavior 
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might -be gained by studies on the electron microscope., as on_e posstbJ·~---
v 
explanation lies in dis locat·ion c·onffg~ratiori' :changes. If studies 
were t1ndertaken on the electron micro;scope:, fu;t;.the:r {Jp:~J.·c·aJ .me:ta.llo-: 
graphy would be desir,~e in th~ event tb~l't :th·~ :f'irte. -structure. can· 
be correlated to the optically r.e:solvable, s,,tr.ue:tu·re. Further poi~-
'~ 
fi.gur·ci d:etenninations. on :.mat.eri·aJ ·st:r,es:-se.d 1::teyt,nd the yield point 
~may ·be o:f v·~lµe·: tn s:atning cl mote .. complete correlation between strength 
. -
and- texturt~. ·Continued investig.ati-on of be·nd behavior might include 
more work o.n :the effect b°f presttessing and ort. the cre.ep· phe.nomeno.n 
noted ear.li_et7: •. 
~ 
. Other bend· te~:fts designed to iso.1~,te .. th~ ,¢.ff.ect o:f 
., •. 
'"! 
,·, 
- __ . · ....... , ···---- --- . 
samples are removed by etching simil~r to =.t.he thin.nirtg :pe.rformed on 
------ .. --------s-ome of: -t-he- pole figure specimens •. 
. ~ ... : .. : .... : .. 
----- .. . . -·· .•. -----··-- ··-- .. . ~-- -·- - - -
Lastly a ·series of experim~p.'.ts .~de .. s::Lgt1ed ~;r:?ound 'ev~rt h:.~aVier-· c..o.td 
·--. ·' 
ar.e ·µiore extensively deweloped seems promising .•. Heavy co.l.d .. -red~ctions . 
. :,,, 
prior to solution treating to establish a strong recrystallization 
texture followed by. aging might pro·vide for greater transverse proper-
ties with retention of ductility. I • Where a maximum strength alone is 
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of utmost importance, then heavy redu~tions after solution treatment 
but .. pr10:r; to aging appear to have merit • 
•.· .. .
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Fig. 1 -
. .. 
Photograph of Instron Tensile Tester 
showing copper-beryllium tensile- specimen 
and Instron Strain Gage Extensometer in 
place. 
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Fig. 43 - Surface of strip • 
. Equiaxed grain structure 
formed during solution 
treatment. 
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Fig. 44 - Surface of strip. 
Influence of 37% cold reduction 
upon grain geometry • 
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Fig. 45 - Surface of strip. 
Influence of 75% cold reduction 
upon grain geometry. Grains 
elongated and evidence of 
-- de-£01:111ation -band structure at 
"A ,r--. 
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Fig. 46 - Cross-section of strip 
SQOWing fibrous lamellar-like 
grains resulting from cold 
rolling 75%. . 
y 
Fig. 47 - Cross-section of .,..A 
strip showing equiaxed grains 
- after solution treatment, 
duplex grain size and pre-
cipitation of y equilibrium 
phase at grain boundaries. 
Fig. 48 - Same as Fig. 47, 
but magnified 1000 diameters 
showing -~edominant amount 
of y precipitate occuring at 
grain boundary "A" and minor 
precipitation of r on (111) 
planes at "B". 
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Fig. 49 - Surface of strip. 
Effect of cold work i -n -
inducing fine precipitation 
of r on (111) planes. 
Fig. 50 - Surface of strip. 
Marked degre~ of precipita-
tion of r within grains on 
(111) plane-s whiGh form 
apparent deformation bands 
possessing same gtneral 
orientation from grain to 
• grain. 
Fig. 51 -: Same as ·· Fig. so-, -
except o·. -eoa in·ch . layer --------
removed by etching, 
structure similar to that 
at surface. 
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·of preferred orientation · 
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Fig. 53 - Cross-section of 
strip, marked degree of 
preferred orientation in 
plane-s · of pr-e-cipitate. 
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Fig-. 54 - -Same as F-ig. --3-3,--- -· ---- -----·--·-------·· -----
normal to planes of precipitate 
form same angular relation as 
found in central portion of 
subsequent pole figures for 
XH and XHT condi t ion. 
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Figo 55 - Cross-section of strip, severe · 
deformation near surface • 
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